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Chapter 1: Welcome 
 
 
Sunbelt Network Security Inspector (SNSI) is a robust commercial-grade, quick-install vulnerability 
scanner available at an affordable price from Sunbelt Software. SNSI enables system 
administrators to quickly and accurately identify network security holes, offering proactive protection 
from hackers, viruses and other threats.  

 
SNSI performs the most accurate and comprehensive security vulnerability scanning of Windows 
NT, Windows 95/98/2000/Me/XP and Windows Server 2003 network services. The vulnerability 
database contains and detects hundreds of vulnerabilities with frequent updates available to ensure 
the detection of newly discovered vulnerabilities. SNSI’s intuitive interface allows for excellent 
maneuverability, easy grouping and quick scan launches. Its right-click tasking brings vulnerability 
scanners to a new level by enabling users to access popular commands without having to use 
toolbars and other extraneous, decentralized measures. 

 
The following information in this chapter will supply you with system requirement information and 
data on administrative rights, privileges and shares. By the end of the chapter, you will have your 
program installed on your computer and ready for operation 

 
 

This Manual’s Design 
This manual is designed to allow for quick initiation and operation of SNSI. “Hands on” tutorials in 
its early sections will have you running vulnerability scans immediately. More key information 
follows the tutorials which further explain the features and reveal the true potential of this product. 

 
 
Conventions 

Hyperlinks 
 
 

HYPERLINKS 

Items in Bold (bold and underlined) are hyperlinks that, when clicked, take 
you to another part of the manual. 
 

To follow a hyperlink, place the mouse pointer over the word(s), hold the Ctrl 
key down and click.  
 

Linked TOC 
The Table of Contents is linked to each respective section. Clicking one of the 
items (Ctrl + click) will take you directly to that section in the manual. 
  

[  ] 
Brackets are used to convey that the datum in between is variable 
information, depending on the circumstances such as what has been chosen 
in SNSI. Risk ([Level]), for instance, denotes the name of a pane in SNSI 
where the “[Level]” could display differently - ([Medium]), Risk ([High]), etc. 
  

Font Styles 
Certain terms in this manual are in bold type and/or Arial font in order to 
introduce something for the first time, bring attention to something and/or infer 
that some action be taken. 
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System Requirements 
Minimum and Recommended Hardware Requirements 

• Minimum processor requirement is Pentium 400 MHz processor. A Pentium III or higher 
processor is recommended. 
 

• Hard drive with 40 MB of free space is required. 
 

• A minimum monitor display resolution of 1024 x 768 is required. 
 

• CD ROM drive or an Internet connection is required. 
 

• 256 MB of RAM is required. For network scans, 512 MB RAM or more is required, depending on 
the number of machines scanned at one time. 
 

• Swap file size of 1.5x to 2x larger than RAM for local host or small workgroup scans is required. 
Swap file size 2x to 3x larger than RAM is required for network scans. 

 
Minimum Software Requirements 

• Windows 2000 or Windows XP is required. 
 

• TCP/IP protocols must be running for SNSI to perform local host scans and analyze other 
machines on the network. 
 

• Internet Explorer (IE) 5.5 or later is required for use of Help functions, Web functions and some 
Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs). 

 
Operating System Compatibility 

Definition: The Host Machine is the computer that has SNSI loaded and running on it. 
Definition: The Target Machine is the computer that is being scanned with SNSI from the Host 
Machine. 
 
NOTE:  
HOST MACHINE COMPATIBILITY – SNSI will run on Windows 2000 and Windows XP.  
TARGET MACHINE COMPATIBILITY – SNSI will scan Windows 95/98/2000/Me/XP Windows NT4 
(SP3 and higher) and Windows Server 2003. 
 
• Host Machine:  

Administrative rights are required to install the product and scan the host or target machines. The 
logon account being used to scan the target machine must be a member of that machine’s 
Administrators Group or a domain’s Administrators Group, and the Ping function must be 
available. 

 
NOTE: If you are scanning a machine that is in a workgroup or scanning a machine on a foreign NT 
Domain for which your logon account is NOT in the Domain Administrators group, you must 
establish credentials before executing a scan using an alternative method. One way this can be 
accomplished is by using the “Authenticate” feature in SNSI. Alternatively, you can establish 
credentials on the target machines using. Remote Targets must be configured to respond to Ping 
commands. 
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Local Host or Remote Machine Scans must be configured to Ping commands. 
 

• Local Host or Target Machine with Windows 2000 Operating System:  
Administrative Group account is required for each remote target machine. TCP/IP Network 
Protocol must be enabled. File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks Network 
Connection must be installed and enabled. Remote Registry Service and Server Service must 
be started. Default Administrative Shares must be enabled (i.e., c$, admin$). 

 
• Local Host or Target Machine with Windows XP Pro Operating System:  

Same as Windows 2000 Operating System except turn off Simple File Share. 
 

• Target Machine with Windows Server 2003 Operating System: 
Administrative Group account is required for each remote target machine. TCP/IP Network 
Protocol must be enabled. File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks Network 
Connection must be installed and enabled. Remote Registry Service and Server Service must 
be started. Default Administrative Shares must be enabled (i.e., c$, admin$). 

•  
• Target Machine with Windows NT 4.0 Operating System: 

Administrative Group account is required for each remote target machine. TCP/IP Network 
Protocol must be enabled. Server Service must be started. Computer Name/Domain Network 
Component must be defined. Default Administrative Shares must be enabled (i.e., c$, admin$). 

 
• Target Machine with Windows Me Operating System: 

File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks Network Service must be installed and 
enabled. TCP/IP Network Protocol must be enabled. Microsoft Remote Registry Network 
Component must be installed. Computer Name/Workgroup Network Component must be 
defined. User Level Access Control Network Component must be defined for the workgroup or 
domain. This machine must be a member of a domain and configured to use domain user 
authentication. 

 
• Target Machine with Windows 95/98 Operating System: 

System Drive must be shared. TCP/IP Network Protocol must be enabled. File and Printer 
Sharing for Microsoft Networks Network Service must be installed and enabled. Microsoft 
Remote Registry Network Component must be installed.* Computer Name/Workgroup 
Network Component must be defined. User Level Access Control Network Component must be 
defined for the workgroup or domain. This machine must be a member of a domain and 
configured to use domain user authentication. 
 
* Windows 95 users must download the Microsoft Remote Registry network component 
software from the Microsoft Website at: 
http://download.microsoft.com/download/win95upg/remote/1/W95/EN-US/remote.exe .  
 
The instructions for the installation can be found at: 
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb%3ben-us%3b141460 . 

 
NOTE: CAUTION ABOUT ADMINISTRATIVE RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES 
 

Unauthorized Access 
For Windows operating systems, due to the fact that SNSI utilizes administrative rights on targets 
(machines), remember that these rights have the potential for abuse if an unauthorized user were to 
gain administrative access to the SNSI host machine. Having administrative rights grants the ability 
to change any configurable item on a machine, add or remove software or change the access rights 
of other users.  

http://download.microsoft.com/download/win95upg/remote/1/W95/EN-US/remote.exe
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb%3ben-us%3b141460
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Blunders and Oversights 
Since unintentional actions and oversights by an administrator can adversely affect the condition of 
target machines, great care must be taken to reduce errors in system management activities. 
 
Password Limitation for Protection 
Since the administrative password grants control and allow access to all selected target systems, 
the User is reminded to carefully protect the administrator password that is used to run scans. Use 
of Windows administrative accounts should be limited to functions that require this level of access. 
All others should be denied such access. 

 
 
Memory Requirements 

• When scanning with all vulnerabilities from the SNSI vulnerability database, 10 MB of free 
memory space per machine is required. 

 
 
NET USE: Establishing Credentials 

The Net Use command provides a means for you to make logical associations to resources found 
on remote Windows systems. SNSI makes use of this function when attempting to establish 
administrator credentials on remote Windows 3.1 and up including Windows NT, Windows 2000 
Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 systems. This command presents your supplied 
credentials to the remote Windows host. If authentication is successful, you are granted access to 
the remote administrative share. 
 
To establish credentials to another machine, use the NET USE command. At the command prompt 
(Start>Run>CMD Enter), key in… 

 
NET USE \\machine-identifier\IPC$ /USER:account-qualifier\account-name password 
 
where one (or more) of the following situations exists: 
 
• machine-identifier is either the computer name or IP address of the target machine 

 
• C$ is used instead of IPC$ when attempting to access the c: drive  

 
• account-qualifier is the location of the account (the machine-identifier) 

 
• password can be included here or entered at the prompt 

 
Note: If the user name and password of the account used when logging onto the host machine 
matches the one being used for the NET USE command, you do not need to supply a user name or 
a password. Also, if the password of the account you used when logging onto the host machine 
matches the one you are using for the NET USE command, you do not need to supply a password. 

 
WARNING: The NET USE command may fail if the password supplied has complex characters (i.e. 
#, ?, *, and \) in use. Use the NET USE command with no arguments again to determine if you have 
successfully established administrative privileges on the machine. 

 
 



Management of Logical Drives 
When local logical drives are no longer needed for remote machine shares, they should be 
removed. The Net Share and Net Use commands are used without arguments to show drives 
allocated on your local machine. 

 
C:\> Net Share          =    Displays Admin share availability 
C:\> Net Use           =    Displays logical drive assignment 
C:\> Net Use e: /delete   =    Remove remote share e: assigned to a target admin share 

 
The network share traffic is handled via TCP port 139. This port should be allowed through 
firewalls if assessing targets behind a firewall. Ports 135, 137, and 445 are also utilized by Microsoft 
Windows services. 

 
NOTE: ADMINISTRATIVE SHARES ON WINDOWS TARGETS 
 

Many sites enforce a policy of disabling all Admin shares on their systems. This policy originated 
from the Microsoft High Security Template for Web server and address concerns that Admin shares 
could be exploited by attackers in order to affect files and behaviors of machines remotely through 
the Net Use facility. 
 
To date, there has not been a documented instance of a non-administrator exploiting an Admin 
share. A User must be properly identified and authenticated as an administrator in order to gain 
access to this share. Protection of all administrative identification and authentication data is 
important for the security of the system. 
 
If Admin share access is not enabled, SNSI will fall back to registry content analysis to determine 
vulnerability decisions. But relying solely on the registry can sometimes lead to false-positive 
identifications. File access provides greater certainty during vulnerability analysis, therefore, 
administrative shares are preferred over “registry only” content analysis. 
 
Administrative shares should not be confused with enabling local folders to be shared with others 
on the network. If circumstances require that a file share exist on your SNSI host machine, this 
share should be set up with “Read” and “Execute” permissions only. Allowing other users to write to 
a local folder introduces a risk of unplanned file space exhaustion. 

 
 

Obtaining SNSI 
SNSI's most current version of SNSI is available for download from our Web site. The latest 
vulnerabilities database will be included.  
 

Purchasing Online 
To purchase SNSI online, follow the procedure below: 
 
1. Go to Sunbelt-Software at:  http://www.sunbelt-software.com/product.cfm?id=987 . 
 
2. In the page that opens, scroll down and click the BUY NOW! button.  
 

 
Figure 1: The BUY NOW! Button 
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The page that opens offers a description of SNSI. 
 
3. Click the Buy now link to the right of the description and the form page opens. 
 
4. Fill out the form on this page to ensure you receive Tech support and e-mail information on your 
product download. Fields with an asterisk ( * ) are required fields that must be filled in in order to 
download SNSI.) 
 
5. When the form has been filled out, click the Continue button located next to the Reset button at 
the bottom of the form. (The "Reset" button will clear the form.) 
 
6. Verify the contact information on the page that opens and fill in your payment information. 
 
7. Click the Process My Order! button and a page opens with information and a download link for 
SNSI. 
 
8. Click the download link and download the .exe file. 
 
After purchasing SNSI, you will receive an e-mail containing your registration key and a text 
ReadMe file. Your SNSI program contains a dynamic online Help system that can be accessed 
from the Help Menu from within SNSI. Also, a PDF version of the SNSI User's Manual is available 
from our Resources page at: 
 http://www.sunbelt-software.com/product.cfm?page=whitepapers&id=987 .  
 
NOTE: If you do not have Adobe Acrobat to read the PDF manual, you can obtain the free Adobe 
Reader from Adobe at: http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html which will enable 
you to read the PDF files. 

 
 

Purchasing by Telephone 
You can order SNSI by telephone by contacting Sunbelt Software at: 888-NTUTILS (688-8457) 
between 9:00am and 6:00pm, Monday – Friday. 

 
 

Downloading a Trial Version of SNSI 
You can download a 30-day trial of SNSI from the Sunbelt-Software web site at: http://www.sunbelt-
software.com/product.cfm?id=987 .  Prior to registering, the program will scan on one machine in a 
trial mode. SNSI requires a key which will activate the program for full operation. 
 
When you purchase SNSI from our Web site, you will receive an e-mail containing your registration 
key, a text ReadMe file. 
 
A PDF version of the SNSI User's Manual is available for download from the Resources page at: 
http://www.sunbelt-software.com/product.cfm?page=whitepapers&id=987 . 
 
NOTE: If you do not have Adobe Acrobat to read the PDF manual, you can obtain the free Adobe 
Reader from Adobe at: http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html which will enable 
you to read the PDF files. 
 
To download a trial of SNSI, follow the procedure below: 

http://www.sunbelt-software.com/product.cfm?page=whitepapers&id=987
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html
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1. Go to Sunbelt-Software at http://www.sunbelt-software.com/product.cfm?id=987 . 
 
At the top of the Sunbelt-Software Web page, just under the Sunbelt-Software logo is a second 
navigation bar. 
 
2. Click the Download link in the navigation bar and the "Downloads" page opens.  
 
4. Fill out the form on this page to ensure you receive Tech support and e-mail information on your 
product download. Fields with an asterisk ( * ) are required fields that must be filled in in order to 
download SNSI.) 
 
3. When the form has been filled out, click the Download button located next to the Reset button at 
the bottom of the form. (Reset will clear the form.) 
 
After clicking the Download button a page will open with the downloadable executable link. 
 
4. Click the executable link and the Explorer download window opens. 
 
5. Click the Save button and SNSI will begin downloading. 

 
After downloading the file, you are ready to unpack and install SNSI. 

 
NOTE: Prior to registering, the program will scan on one machine for a maximum of 30 days and 
then become inoperable. SNSI requires a registration key which will activate the program for full 
operation (see Registering below). 

 
 

Unpacking and Installing SNSI 
 

1. Locate the SNSI .exe file in your download directory and double click the file. This will begin the 
unpacking and installation of SNSI. 

 
2. Follow the Installation instructions to completion. 

 
SNSI will now be installed on your machine.  
 
 

Running SNSI 
To run SNSI, select your Windows Start button, then click Programs>Sunbelt Network Security 
Inspector>SNSI . 

 
Before SNSI is registered, it will be in a Trial mode. This mode will be limited to scanning on one 
machine and will run for a maximum of 30 days. Registering SNSI will set your program to full 
operating status. 

 
 

Registering 
To register SNSI, you must have the program installed and open (see above for installation and 
opening instructions). 



 
1. With SNSI open, select Settings in the tree located at the far left of the main screen. 
 

 
Figure 2: Choose "Settings" 

The Settings view will open in the pane to the right. 
 
2. In the Check for Updates, located toward the bottom of the pane, type in or paste your 
registration key in the Registration Key dialog box. 
 

 
Figure 3: Check  for Updates Dialog Box 

 
3. Click the Check Now button. 
 
SNSI will automatically validate your key and check for any updates. 
 
 

Technical Support 
If the information in this guide and online Help system do not resolve a situation or question that 
you have, you need to report suspected security flaws or you have a question about updating your 
version of SNSI, please contact the SNSI Customer Support Center. You will find the contact 
information is below: 
 
Telephone (USA)   1-877-673-1153 
 
Telephone (International)  1-727-562-0101 
 
E-main    support@sunbelt-software.com  
 
Web site URL   www.sunbelt-software.com/kb.cfm  
 
Next, you will learn how to run a vulnerability scan on a single machine or an entire network. The 
“Quick Scan Tutorial” below shows how to run a Quick Scan, which will have you scanning for 
vulnerabilities in just a few minutes. 
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Quick Start Scanning Guide 
 
 
This section will show you how to run a vulnerability scan in just a few steps using the Quick Scan 
feature.  
 
A Quick Scan is an option in SNSI that allows you to run a vulnerability scan without having to 
configure any parameters. The following instructions show how to run a Quick Scan and allow you 
to start checking for vulnerabilities on an immediate basis.  

 
NOTE: The default vulnerability setting for Quick Scans can be customized. This option will be 
covered later in this manual. 

 
SNSI gives you the option of scanning a single machine or an entire domain when using the Quick 
Scan feature. The average time to scan a machine is approximately 2 - 3 minutes and scanning a 
domain can take some time, especially if there are a lot of machines within the domain. This, as 
well as your available memory must be considered before running a scan on an entire domain. 

 
NOTE: The computer being used in this demonstration must be connected to a network. 

 
 
To Quick Scan a machine… 

 

1. If your SNSI program is not open yet, select Start>Sunbelt Software>Sunbelt Network 
Security Inspector>SNSI from the Start menu and the SNSI will open. 

 

 
Figure 4: START- SNSI Program Selection 

 
When SNSI opens, the Main Window appears. The vertical pane on the far left of the Main 
Window is called the Main Navigation pane. This pane shows a tree view of the five high-level 
or main categories of SNSI: Computers, Vulnerabilities, Reports, Scan History and Settings. 
This tree is called the Main Navigation Tree. 
 

 
Figure 5: Main Navigation Tree Showing SNSI’s High-Level Categories 

 
The Main Navigation Tree is your visual navigational device for accessing every area of SNSI. 

 
2. Click the (+) icon located to the right of Computers in the Main Navigation Tree to expand it 

and reveal its subcategories: Domains and Groups. Then expand Domains to reveal the 
domains on your network. 
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Figure 6: Main Navigation Tree- Expanding Computers>Domains 

 
3. Choose a domain in your network that has a machine you would like to scan by clicking on the 

domain subcategory in the Main Navigation Tree. You will see the chosen domain become 
highlighted.  
 
NOTE: “Refresh” is a term used to describe the action of SNSI going out onto a network to 
search for and locate all machines and then cashing a “snapshot” of this information. Whenever 
a domain is chosen for the first time ever, SNSI automatically refreshes that domain. Therefore 
hesitation may be noticed when you choose a domain in this step of the procedure. 

 
 

Also a tree of this domain will show in the neighboring Current Category pane. This pane will 
be titled at the top, “Machine List,” with the name of the chosen domain in parenthesis ( ) to the 
right of this title. The tree will be displayed with the chosen domain as the category, and its 
machines as the subcategories (see figure below). 

 

 
Figure 7: SNSI Chosen Domain (XTECHS) and Machine List in Current Category Pane 

 
4. In the Current Category pane, titled “Machine List ([DOMAIN])”, click the machine you want to 

scan and the information on that machine will populate in the Machine Info and Share Info 
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panes which are located to the right of the Current Category pane. 
 

5. Right-click the chosen machine and select Quick Scan Machine in the menu (see figure 
below). 

 
Figure 8: Menu- Quick Scan Machine 

SNSI will run a Quick Scan on the chosen machine by checking all vulnerabilities from the 
database. You will notice a progress bar at the top of the pane that will fill towards the right as the 
task is being run. This shows how much progress has occurred during the process. Once the scan 
has completed, a view of the scan results and any vulnerabilities found will be listed (see figure 
below).  
 

 
Figure 9: Vulnerability Scan Results View 
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Vulnerability Info Window 
If one or more vulnerabilities are found you can double-click on any of them in the results list and 
this will open a Vulnerability Info window containing a description of the vulnerability and the 
solution on what to do (see figure below to see the Vulnerability Info window).  
 
There are six information items in this window: Name, ID, Type, Risk, Description and Solution. 
 

Name This is a brief description of the vulnerability that was found. 
ID The ID is the identifying number of the vulnerability in the database.

Type This is the category of vulnerability from the database. (There are 
54 different categories.) 

Risk This is the risk level (High, Medium, Low and Warning. 
Description This is a detailed description of the vulnerability found. 
Solution This is the solution to fixing the vulnerability. 

 
Scroll buttons are located toward the bottom of the window that allow you to scroll up and down the 
list to view the information on each vulnerability without having to close out and reopen the 
information window each time. 
 

 
Figure 10: Vulnerability Info Window 

 
 

To Quick Scan A Domain… 
Running a Quick Scan of an entire domain is achieved through a similar process as above except. 
Do the following steps to Quick Scan an entire domain: 
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1. Choose the domain you would like to scan from the Main Navigation Tree. It will show as being 
highlighted. 
 

2. Right-click the chosen domain. This will open a menu which offers a Quick Scan on a domain 
instead of a machine (see figure below).  

 

 
Figure 11: Quick Scan Domain Menu 

 
 

3. Choosing Quick Scan Domain in the menu will run a Quick Scan of all of the machines on the 
entire domain.  

 
As you can see, running a scan with SNSI is quick and easy. SNSI has many other features that 
allow you to customize scans exactly as you need them. (Creating custom scans is covered later in 
this manual.) This manual will show you all of them in the coming chapters.  
 

NOTE: A Vulnerability Group named DEFAULT is used in Quick Scans. This group contains all 
vulnerabilities from SNSI’s database with the exception of the following: 
 
ID Risk Name 
W0080 High Password Guessed Or Missing - NT 4.0 
W0097 Low Batch (*.BAT) / Command (*.Cmd) Files Detected - NT 4.0 
W0337 Warning Files Not Updated 
W0478 Medium Iisadmpwd Folder Unrestricted 
W0535 Medium RAS Client Vulnerability - NT 4.0 
W0726 Low RTF Reader Vulnerability - NT 4.0 
W0948 Low Dormant Accounts Detected 
W1473 High SQL Server With NULL Password 
W1837 High Password Missing (Blank) 
W1940 Medium DirectX MIDI File Vulnerability - NT 4.0 Terminal Server 
W2006 High RPCSS Buffer Overrun Vulnerability - NT 4.0 Terminal Server 
W2013 High RPCSS Activation Packet Vulnerability - NT 4.0 TSE 
W2071 High Hacker Defender Backdoor Detected 
 
These specific vulnerabilities are excluded because they take an extremely long time to run and would 
null the purpose of the Quick Scan feature by taking the “Quick” out of a Quick Scan.  

 
The next section will orient you with SNSI’s interface.  
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Chapter 2: Getting Oriented with SNSI 
SNSI has an intuitive interface and its features can be quickly realized. This chapter will walk 
through the main features of this program. It is recommended you have your SNSI program 
installed and open at this point and that you click around and view the interface as you move through 
each feature as they are referred to. 
 

SNSI’s Interface 
SNSI’s tree design for navigation (which will be shown later) and right-click tasking capabilities 
greatly simplify your ability to group machines and vulnerabilities, running scans and so forth. This 
simple, more direct design eliminates the need for most toolbar menus. Therefore, you will not see 
a lot of unnecessary options cluttering the menu and tool bars in SNSI. Though the interface is quite 
intuitive, a rundown of the main features are shown below. 

 
The Main Window 

When SNSI opens, you will see the Main Window. This window consists of a Menu Bar, Toolbar, 
Current Operation Bar, Status Bar and four major areas (panes) which are all interrelated with each 
other. Each of these aspects are explained below. 

 

 

Main Navigation Tree
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Figure 12: SNSI’s Main Screen 



Menu Bar 
The Menu Bar contains six access options for SNSI: File, View, Scan, Computers, Vulnerabilities  
and Help. 

 

 
Figure 13: SNSI Menu Bar 

 
Following is a description of the options contained within these menus. 

 
File Menu 

 
     Figure 5a: File Menu 
 

Printer  
Setup 

The Printer Setup item in the File Menu opens the Windows Printer Setup 
window for selecting printer options. 
 

Print The Print item opens the Windows Print window for printing reports. 
 

Settings Selecting Settings opens the Settings view where you can choose certain 
options in controlling how SNSI operates. 
 

Exit File Menu contains the Exit option for closing out your SNSI session. 
 

 
 

View Menu 

 
     Figure 5b: View Menu 
 

Toolbar 
 

Selecting Toolbar from View in the Menu Bar will allow you to display or 
hide the Toolbar. A check mark appears when the Toolbar is visible. 
 

Status Bar Selecting Status Bar from the View menu will display or hide the Status 
Bar. A check mark appears when the status bar is visible. 
 

Reports The Reports item opens the Reports view of SNSI. 
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Computers Choosing this item opens the Computers view in SNSI. 

 
Scan History Scan History opens the Scan History view. 

 
Vulnerabilities The Vulnerabilities item opens the Vulnerabilities view. 

 
 
 

Scan Menu 

 
     Figure 5c: Scan Menu 
 

Quick Scan > Machine – Choosing Machine will Quick Scan the chosen machine. 
Domain – Choosing Domain will Quick Scan the chosen domain. 

Scan Groups Choosing Scan Groups will open a window that lets you choose a 
Machine Group and a Vulnerability Group to scan with. Clicking “OK” 
will run the scan. 

Cancel Scan This will cancel a scan in progress. 
Current Scan Current Scan opens the Current Scan view if a scan is in progress. 
Last Scan The Last Scan item will show the results of the most recent 

completed scan. 
Scan History Scan History opens the Scan History view. 

 
 

Computers Menu 

 
Figure 5d: Computers Menu 
 
Depending on where you may be in the Main Navigation Tree within the Computers category the 
length of the Computers menu will differ in its available options. The complete list is shown above in 
Figure 5d and explained in the list below. This menu can also be brought up with right-clicks when 
working directly in SNSI. 
 
The Computers item in the Menu Bar is only activated when you are working within the Computers 
category from the Main Navigation Tree. 
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Quick Scan Domain The Quick Scan Domain item will run a Quick Scan on 

the chosen domain from the Main Navigation Tree. 
(NOTE: a domain must be selected from the Main Navigation 
Tree in order for this feature to be accessible from the 
Computers menu. 
 

Perform Groups Scan Perform Groups Scan will run a scan when a Scan 
Group is selected from the Main Navigation Tree. 
 

Create New Scan Group This item will open the Create New Scan Group dialog 
box for creating an empty Scan Group.  
 

Add to Current Scan Group Add to Current Scan Group will allow you to add the 
selected machines or domains to the currently selected 
Scan Group. 
 

Add to Existing Scan Group This item will let you add machines or domains to an 
existing group other than the current (selected) group. 
 

Add to New Scan Group The Add to New Scan Group item lets you add  
machines or domains to a newly created scan group all 
in one step. 
 

Delete Current Scan Group This will delete the selected Scan Group. 
 

 
 

Vulnerabilities Menu 
Vulnerabilities in the Menu Bar is only active when you are working within the Vulnerabilities 
category from the Main Navigation Tree. There are two menus that can open from Vulnerabilities. 
Depending on whether you are within the subcategory – Groups – or within the subcategory – 
Categories – will determine which menu opens. Also, as with the Computers Menu item above, 
depending on where you may be in the Main Navigation Tree within the Vulnerabilities category the 
length of the Vulnerabilities menu will differ in its available options. 

 
   Vulnerability Risk Category 

  
Figure 5e: Vulnerabilities Menu – Risk Category 
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Create Vulnerability Group This item will open the Create New Vulnerability Group 
dialog box for creating an empty Vulnerability Group.  
 

Delete Current  
Vulnerability Group 

This will delete the selected Vulnerability Group. 
 

Add to Current  Add to Current Scan Group will allow you to add the 



Vulnerability Group selected vulnerabilities to the currently selected Scan 
Group. 
 

Add to Existing 
Vulnerability Group 

This item will let you add Vulnerabilities to an existing 
group other than the current (selected) group. 
 

Add to New  
Vulnerability Group 

The Add to New Vulnerability Group item lets you add 
vulnerabilities to a newly created vulnerability group all 
in one step. 

 
   Vulnerability Groups 

    
  Figure 5f: Vulnerabilities Menu – Vulnerability Groups 
 

Create Vulnerability Group This item will open the Create New Vulnerability Group 
dialog box for creating an empty Vulnerability Group.  
 

Set as Default Quick group This item allows for setting a selected Vulnerability 
Group as the default Quick Scan group. 
 

Set as Dynamic Set as Dynamic lets you set a Vulnerability Group as 
being dynamic. This means that when updates of the 
vulnerability database are added to your SNSI 
database, these updates will be made to the 
Vulnerability Groups that are set as Dynamic. 
 

Set as Static Set as Static lets you set a Vulnerability Group as being 
static. This means that when updates of the 
vulnerability database are added to your SNSI 
database, these updates will NOT be made to the 
Vulnerability Groups that are set as Static. 

 
Help Menu 

 
     Figure 5g: Help Menu 
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Contents 
 

Selecting Contents opens the on-line help system for 
SNSI with Contents selected. “Contents” will show a 
Table of Contents for navigating through the Help files. 
 

Index Selecting Index opens the on-line help system for SNSI 



 with Index selected. “Index” allows you to use keywords 
to find a specific help topic. As you type a keyword, 
topics will populate in the list display box located below 
the keyword dialog box. 
 

Search 
 

Selecting Search opens the on-line help files for SNSI 
with Search selected. “Search” lets you run a more 
general search by typing keywords on help issues that 
you are not certain of exactly what they may be named. 
Typing in a word, or group of words, and clicking List 
Topics will pull up related topics for finding what you’re 
looking for. This type of search will also include 
synonyms for greater search ability for finding topics. 
 

About SNSI 
 

Choosing About in the Help menu opens the About 
dialog box containing which shows the product version 
number currently installed and copyright information on 
the SNSI program.  

 
Toolbar 

The buttons on the Toolbar are shortcuts for frequently used menu options. 
  

NOTE: SNSI has been designed with efficiency and simplicity in mind. The majority of command 
options are available through right-click menus, eliminating the redundancy involved with menu bars 
and thus allowing the ability to choose options right where you’re working. 

 

 
Figure 14: Toolbar 

 

 
View Computers: This button will show the computers section. If any domains had been 
chosen earlier, the last chosen domain will be visible. 

 

 
View Vulnerabilities: This button will show the Vulnerability area when clicked. 
 
 

 
View Reports: Clicking this button shows the Reports area. 
 
 

 
View Scan History: Clicking this button opens the Scan History view to show past scans 
completed. 
 

 
View Settings: Clicking this button opens the Settings pane where you can establish certain 
parameters for things such as timeouts, defaults and so forth. 
 

 

Perform Scan: Clicking this button will run a vulnerability scan. 
 
 

 

Cancel Scan: If a scan is running, this button cancels a scan in progress when clicked. 
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Switch to Current Scan: When multi-tasking, clicking this button will show the Scan in 
Progress view if one is running. 

 
Status Bar 

The Status Bar runs along the bottom of the SNSI window. It shows the program’s current status of 
operation as well as offering other helpful information for operating the program. 

 
 

Figure 15: SNSI Status Bar 

 
The Status Bar has the following items: 
 

Vuln Group: 
This section of the Status Bar indicates which Vulnerability Group is currently selected in the Main 
Navigation Tree. 
 

Scan Group: 
Scan Group indicates which Scan Group is currently selected in the Main Navigation Tree. 
 

Scan Progress: 
Scan Progress shows the scanning status.  

 
Status: 
This item shows the status of an activities in SNSI. 
 

% Complete: 
This is the last item in the Status bar. It is not visible unless an action is running or has been 
completed. The percentage of completion is shown when as certain processes are running. 

 
 
Main Navigation Pane 

The Main Navigation Pane is situated on the far left of SNSI’s main window, running vertically. It 
contains the Main Navigation Tree which allows for efficient navigation of SNSI in accessing all of 
the main features of the program. 

 

 
Figure 16: Main Navigation Pane 
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Category List Pane 
The Category List pane is located to the right of the Main Navigation pane. This pane changes its title, 
depending on where you are working in the Main Navigation Tree Which is located within the Main 
Navigation pane. In all, the Category List pane shows the information contained within the chosen 
categories in the tree (domains, groups, machines, vulnerabilities, reports, etc.) from the Main 
Navigation Pane. 
 
The Category List pane displays lists in an expandable/contractible tree directory similar to the Main 
Navigation Tree. The tree in the Category List pane allows for further drilling down for accessing 
information, machines and so forth in SNSI. 
 
Depending on where you are working in the Main Navigation Tree will determine the type of list that 
will be displayed in the tree in the Category List pane.  When a domain is selected from the Main 
Navigation pane, for instance, the Category List pane shows a tree structure of the machines that 
are on the chosen domain. (See figure below for an example of this.) Selecting a machine from this 
tree will display specific information on that machine in the neighboring horizontal panes to the right. 
When working in the Reports category from the Main Navigation Tree, the tree in the Category List 
pane lists the dates that represent scans completed. Selecting a date will generate specific 
information about that specific scan, and so forth. 
 
 

 
Figure 17: Category List Pane (on Right) next to the Main Navigation Pane (on Left) 

 
In the figure above, you can see that the Main Navigation pane on the left has a domain selected 
(XTECHS) and to the right, the Category List pane displays that domain with its machines 
expanded beneath it. The machines in this list are all of the machines on that domain’s network. 
 
Selecting other subcategories (such as vulnerability risk categories or reports) will display trees that 
relate to those categories. 
 
The two horizontal panes located to the right of the Category List pane give details of the chosen 
subcategories from the tree in Category List pane. These horizontal panes are covered next. 
 
 

Machine Info Pane 
The Machine Information pane is horizontally positioned to the right of the Category List pane. Here 
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is where more specific data is shown about the different categories in the Category List pane. 
 

 
Figure 18: Machine Info Pane 

 
There are two columns: Header and Info. These columns are explained below: 
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Header Info 
Machine Name 
 

This column displays the name of the computer or domain 
that is selected in the tree in the Category List pane. 

IP This column displays the IP address of the machine. 

OS 
 

This column displays the Operating System of the selected 
machine. 

Domain 
 

The Domain column displays the domain that the chosen 
machine resides. 

Type 
 

This column shows the services that are set up on the 
chosen machine.  

Comment This column displays any comments that the administrator 
has on the chosen machine.  

Figure 19:Main Info Pane Column Descriptions 

 
 

Share Info Pane 
The Share information pane is located beneath the Machine Information pane and reveals the 
share data on selected machines from the Category List pane. 

 

 
Figure 20: Share Info Pane 

 
 
This pane supplies seven columns of data: 



 
 

Share This column displays the network shares of the chosen machine. 

Local This column shows the local paths. 
Domain This displays the domain where the machine resides. 
Type This column displays the type of shares (Hidden, Disk, etc.). 

Everyone This column shows the read and write permissions. 
Read The Read column displays the user groups and individual account 

permissions for reading. 
Write The Write column displays the user groups and individual account 

permissions for writing. 

Figure 21: Share Info Pane Column Descriptions 

 
Main Navigation Tree 

The Main Navigation Tree is located in the Main Navigation pane of SNSI. This tree is a navigation 
tool that lets you navigate to all areas of the program. When completely contracted there are 5 high 
level categories that.  
 

 
Figure 22: The Main Navigation Tree 

 
When these categories are double-clicked, they expand out a second level of related topics called 
"subcategories." Clicking the “ + ” icons will also expand these subcategories. Most of the 
subcategories contain third level of topics called “items.”  Clicking the “ – ” icons contract (hide) 
these subcategories and items.  

 
 
Main Navigation Tree Levels 
As the Main Navigation Tree offers three levels of navigation, these levels are named below in 
order to clarify their positions in the tree and to eliminate any confusion when they are referred to  
later in this manual. 
 
First Level Category These are the five main categories in SNSI: Computers, 

Vulnerabilities, Reports, Scan History and Settings. 
 

Second Level Subcategory Subcategories are the categories that are the next tier down 
below the main categories. 
 

Third Level Item The items are what fall underneath the subcategories. 
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Figure 23: Main Navigation Trees Levels Defined 

 
 
Besides the shortcut buttons that are available in the Toolbar, the Main Navigation Tree is where 
you can access the different modes and views of SNSI. 
 
The five categories of the Main Navigation Tree are detailed below: 

 

• Computers 
• Vulnerabilities 
• Reports 
• Scan History  
• Settings 

 
 
 
  Computers: Domains and Groups 

When expanding Computers in the Main Navigation Tree, the first level down reveals the 
Domains and Groups. Expanding Domains reveals the domains on the network while expanding 
Groups will reveal any groups that have been created for scanning. There will always be a default 
Quick Scan group folder within Groups whether any groups have been created or not (see figure 
below). 

 
 

NOTE: Notice that when you click on one of your domains listed under the Domains subcategory, 
the chosen domain, and the machines within that domain, are shown in the neighboring Category 
List pane. Also, when you select a folder in the Groups subcategory, such as the Quick Scan folder, 
the Category List pane changes to the Quick Scan Group pane. 
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Figure 24: Main Navigation Tree - Computers>Domains & Groups 

 
 

 Vulnerabilities: Categories and Groups 
The next category in the Main Navigation tree is Vulnerabilities. When expanding Vulnerabilities, 
the first level down reveals the Categories and Groups subcategories.  
 

Categories 
Categories contains the vulnerabilities from SNSI’s database categorized by four risk levels: 
High, Medium, Low and Warning (see figure below). These risk levels are groupings of the 
vulnerabilities in the database. They are categorized based on the degree of potential damage 
they could allow to be caused to a machine, or an entire domain, if ignored. When you click on 
one of the risk levels, the associated vulnerabilities populate in the neighboring Category List 
pane, which is titled “Risk ([Level])” when in this mode. 

 
 

 
Figure 25: Main Navigation Tree - Vulnerabilities>Categories 
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You can click on the different risk categories within the tree of the Current Vulnerability Group 
pane to see what they look like. Also click on a few of the individual vulnerabilities from the tree in 
the Current Vulnerability pane to see the data that displays for each. Detailed information of 
Vulnerability Groups will follow in Chapter 3. 

 
 

Groups 
The Groups subcategory under Vulnerabilities in the Main Navigation Tree reveals three default 
groups:  

• ALL 
• DEFAULT 
• SANS Top 20 

 
 

  ALL   
The ALL folder is a default group that contains all of the vulnerabilities from SNSI’s database. 
This folder cannot be deleted or altered. Click on this item now and you will see a tree populate in 
the neighboring Category List pane. This pane will be labeled Current Vulnerability Group. 

 
 

 
Figure 26: The “ALL” Vulnerability Group Folder 

 
 

  DEFAULT 
The DEFAULT folder under the Vulnerabilities is a default Vulnerability Group containing the 
entire SNSI database of vulnerabilities with the exclusion of a few vulnerabilities that take a great 
deal of time to run.  

 
 

NOTE: Notice that when you choose Categories under Vulnerabilities, or any of the risk levels, 
the Category List pane becomes the Risk pane. When you choose the DEFAULT folder under 
Groups, the Category List pane becomes the “Current Vulnerability Group.”  
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Figure 27: The “DEFAULT” Vulnerability Group Folder 

   
 
SANS Top 20 

The SANS Top 20 group is a compilation of hundreds of the “Top 20“ Internet vulnerabilities that 
have been released over the past 3+ years. The “SANS Top 20” folder in SNSI contains these 
specific vulnerabilities for scanning with. 
 

 

 
Figure 28: The “SANS Top 20” Group Folder 

 
 
Vulnerability Info Pane 

When SNSI is in the Vulnerability mode (this occurs when you click on a Vulnerability Risk Category 
or Vulnerability Group) both the Machine Info and Share Info panes are replaced by the 
Vulnerability Info pane. Also, the Category List pane changes to the Vulnerability List pane. 
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Figure 29: Vulnerability Info Pane 

 
When a vulnerability category is chosen from the Main Navigation Tree pane, the category with its 
vulnerabilities shows in the Vulnerability List pane and information on these vulnerabilities 
populates in the Vulnerability Info pane.  

 
The Vulnerability Info pane has three columns: 

 

Vulnerability ID This column displays the ID assigned to the vulnerability from the 
database. 

Level The Level column shows the risk level of the vulnerability. 

Desc 
 

The Description column provides a brief description of the vulnerability 
in the SNSI Vulnerability Database. Clicking on the Vulnerability 
column heading will sort the list of vulnerabilities in alphabetical order. 

 
 

 Reports 
The Reports item in the Main Navigation Tree contains different categories of reports that SNSI 
generates of completed vulnerability scans: Compact, Detailed, History, Other Summaries, Simple 
and Vulnerabilities. These categories have further expandable options which will be covered later 
in Chapter 6. 

 
Figure 30: Main Navigation Tree – Reports 
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 Scan History 

The Scan History item in the Main Navigation Tree contains Dates, Last Scan, Machines, Scan 
Groups and Vulnerability Groups. Each category offers information about previously run scans 
when you select them. These items will be taken up in detail later in this manual. 
 

 
Figure 31: Main Navigation Tree - Scan History 

 
 

 Settings 
The Settings category in the Main Navigation Tree opens the Settings view where you can set 
the parameters for Timeouts on domain refreshing and share/machine rights, setting the default 
Vulnerability Group and choosing the level of share/machine rights. 

 
  Timeouts(Seconds): Domain Refresh 

Domain refreshing allows SNSI to recognize any changes made (machines added, removed, etc.) 
on a domain. Domain Refresh in Settings enables you to set the amount of time allowable for a 
domain refresh. If a refresh is not completed within the allotted time period, the action will be 
timed out. The numbers in the list represent seconds. 

 
  Timeouts(Seconds): Machine Rights 

Machines Rights lets you set the maximum amount of time before SNSI times-out when 
authenticating a machine(s). The numbers in the list represent seconds. 

 

 
Figure 32: SETTINGS: Timeouts - Domain Refresh & Share/Machine Rights Verification 

 
  Default Groups 

The Default Groups setting allows you to choose which vulnerability group will be used in Quick 
Scans. 
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Figure 33: SETTINGS: Default Groups 

 
  Machine Verification 

Machine Verification allows you to choose from three settings of verification: Deep, Shallow and 
Variable. 

 
Figure 34: SETTINGS: Machine Verification 

 

Deep This setting verifies access rights machine-by-machine. 
 

Shallow Sets SNSI to check whether the user is a member of the admin group 
(domain or enterprise admin) only. 
 

Variable If the user is not a member of the domain or enterprise admin group, SNSI 
will perform a “Deep” check machine-by-machine. If the user is a member, 
a shallow check will be performed. 

 
 

Check for Updates 
The Check for Updates dialog box allows you to manually check for updates by putting your 
registration key in the Registration Key dialog box and clicking the Check Now button.  
 
NOTE: The three radio buttons (Upon Opening Application, Never and Daily) will become active in 
future upgrades where you will be able to set SNSI to automatically check for updates. 
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Figure 35: SETTINGS: Check for Updates Dialog Box 
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Upon 
Opening 
Application 

Choosing Upon Opening Application will set SNSI to check for program 
updates of any kind – version upgrades or vulnerability database updates – 
each time the program is opened. 

Never The Never setting will set SNSI to never check for database updates or 
version upgrades. 

Daily Choosing Daily will set SNSI to check for updates on a daily basis. This 
option is ideal for systems that do not shut down and reboot often. 

 
Choosing the desired setting, typing in the registration key and clicking the Check Now button will 
initiate the check updates action. 
 
NOTE:  IF THERE IS A FAILURE IN DOWNLOADING THE UPDATE OR THE MACHINE THAT 
HOSTS YOUR SNSI PROGRAM IS NOT CONNECTED TO THE INTERNET...  
A message window will open and give a URL of where to go to download the update manually. 
Your registration key will be needed for this action.  
 
Once the .exe file is downloaded, you will need to move this file to the SNSI host machine if the 
machine you downloaded the update to is different than your host machine). Once you have the 
downloaded .exe file on your host machine, run the new file to apply the update. Make sure your 
existing SNSI program is not open during installation of the update. 

 
 
Sorting Lists in Columns 

Lists can be sorted in each column by clicking the column headings. These buttons will toggle sorts 
between ascending and descending arrangements alphabetically or numerically, depending on the 
column’s information type. 

 
This is the end of the SNSI orientation section of this manual. The next chapter will cover the theory 
behind the usefulness of groups. 
 



Chapter 3: About Groups 
 
 
Having the freedom to dictate which domains and machines (computers) to scan and which 
vulnerabilities to scan with is key. Understanding the purpose of groups is the first step in utilizing 
the Groups features in SNSI to their fullest extent. This chapter goes over the theory behind the 
usefulness of groups and how to create machine groups and domain groups. 

 
 

Groups 
Creating a group is simply the action of choosing items in order to categorize or designate them for 
certain activities or purposes.  

 
Figure 36: Creating Groups 

 
 
SNSI allows you to create two different types of groups: 

  

• Scan Groups 
• Vulnerability Groups 

 
Scan Groups 

Scan Groups are groups of machines or entire domains that can be scanned by vulnerabilities.  
 
Scan Groups can be broken down into two types: 
 

• Domain Groups 
• Machine Groups 

 
Domain Groups 
Domain groups allow you to group an entire domain or numerous domains for scanning. In this 
case, you are choosing all of the machines on a domain and, again, can select multiple domains to 
add to a single Scan Group. 

 
Machine Groups 
More specific than with choosing entire domains, you can create groups of select machines from a 
domain. By placing certain machines into Scan Groups of their own, you are able to dictate exactly 
which machines get scanned. SNSI makes it possible to pick and choose machines from different 
domains and place them into a single group. So, for instance, you could have 105 machines from 
one domain, 22 from another domain, 56 from another and so on, all in one Scan Group. 
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(  Blocks represent machines on a domain.) 

Figure 37: Creating Machine Groups 

 
In SNSI, both domain groups and machine groups are created in folders called Scan Groups. 

 
 
Vulnerability Groups 

Groups of vulnerabilities can be established as well. This allows you to group specific vulnerabilities 
to scan machines with, instead of scanning with all vulnerabilities every time you run a scan. In 
SNSI, Vulnerability Groups are created in folders called Vulnerability Groups. 
 

 

 
Figure 38: Creating Vulnerability Groups 

 
 

Utilizing Groups 
Scan Groups can contain machines or entire domains, but in either way, they are groups of 
machines that are to be scanned by vulnerabilities. A Vulnerability Group contains vulnerabilities 
designated for scanning Scan Groups. 
 
By having the ability to group machines and group vulnerabilities, it becomes possible to dictate 
how scans are performed. Certain machines can be scanned with specific vulnerabilities while 
having other machines scanned with an entirely different combination of vulnerabilities. 
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You could, for instance, create a Vulnerability Group containing only High risk level vulnerabilities. 
This group could be chosen to run scans on a particular Scan Group that contained certain 
machines or domains. Then, you could make another Vulnerability Group that contains all of the 
High and Medium risk levels with just a few specific Low and Warning risk levels for purposes of 
scanning with other machines. Machines that need to be checked weekly could be another group, 
while having yet another group of machines slated for scanning every two weeks and so on. The 
possibilities are endless. 
 
Next, you will learn how to create Scan Groups that contain machines and domains in a tutorial 
setting. 
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Chapter 4: Creating Scan Groups Tutorial 
 
 
You’ve learned how to scan a single machine as well as an entire domain using the Quick Scan 
feature shown earlier in this manual. Now you will learn how to create your own groups of machines 
and domains, giving you the freedom to be specific with how your machines are scanned. 
 
As explained above, the ability to create Scan Groups allows you to pick and choose machines or 
entire domains for scanning. This is done by grouping them into folders. Keep in mind here that you 
are creating these scan groups in order to designate machines on your network for certain 
vulnerability scans. If you have some machines that, you feel, warrant greater security control than 
others, you would benefit by grouping them into a Scan Group of their own. If you have other 
machines that require less attention, you could group them in another Scan Group, and so on. 
There are other reasons for creating Scan Groups, which are explained below. 
 
 
NOTE: System Resources for Scanning 
The average time to scan a machine is approximately 2 - 3 minutes and scanning a domain can 
take some time, especially if there are a lot of machines within the domain. This, as well as your 
available memory must be considered before running a scan on an entire domain. 
 
It is estimated that 10MB of FREE memory space is required per single machine for scanning 
with ALL of the vulnerabilities in SNSI’s vulnerability database. Consideration should be made, 
then, to the number of machines that you scan at any given time when scanning with all 
vulnerabilities.  
 
 
We will first start with domains in learning how to create Scan Groups. SNSI does the majority of 
work for you in the background requiring just a few clicks.  
 
 
NOTE: Refreshing Domains - SNSI automatically refreshes a domain the very first time a domain 
is clicked on. After that, refreshing domains becomes a manual action in order to avoid 
unnecessary run time on refreshing when it is not needed. 
 
 
 

Creating Domain Scan Groups 

There are four options for creating a Scan Group folder: 
 

• Create New Scan Group 
• Add to Current Scan Group 
• Add to Existing Scan Group 
• Add to New Scan Group 

 
 

NOTE: You must work in the Computers category in the Main Navigation Tree in order to create a 
scan group. 

 
 



Create New Scan Group: 
The option, “Create New Scan Group” allows you to create an empty Scan Group folder to add 
domains to at a later time. This can be done by following the procedure below. 

 
1. Right-click on any item in Computers (Computers, Domains or Groups) in the Main Navigation 

Tree and a menu will open.  
 

2. Choose Create New Scan Group from the menu. 
 

 
Figure 39: Menu: Create New Scan Group 

 
The Create New Scan Group dialog box will open. 
 

 
Figure 40: Create New Scan Group Dialog Box 

 
 
A default date and time stamp will be present in the box. You can rename the group or go with the 
default.  

 
NOTE: It is recommended you rename or append the date/time stamp with something that depicts 
its contents. 

 
 

3. Name the group as desired and click OK. (This example renames the group to “Accounting.”) 
 
You will see the newly created Scan Group show up under Groups in the Main Navigation Tree 
within Computers. 
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Figure 41: Scan Group in Main Navigation Tree 

 
There are a number of ways to create a new Scan Group folder and add a domain to it at the same 
time: 

 

• Add to Current Scan Group 
• Add to Existing Scan Group 
• Add to New Scan Group 

 
 

Add to New Scan Group: 
1. With Domains expanded from the Computers category in the Main Navigation Tree pane, click 

on the desired domain to select it. 
 
2. Right-click on the selected domain and choose Add to New Scan Group in the menu.  

 

 
Figure 42: Menu: Add to New Scan Group 

 
3. In the dialog box that opens, name the group as desired and click OK. 
 
The newly created group folder will now show under Groups in the Main Navigation tree in the 
Main Navigation pane. (If it’s not visible, just expand Groups.) The domain that you chose in step 2 
above will be inside the folder with its machines. 
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Figure 43: Newly Created Scan Group Under “Groups” 

 
 

NOTE: When choosing a Groups folder from the Main Navigation pane, the group shows up in the 
Category List pane to the right. Notice that the name of this pane changes from Machine List to 
Current Scan Group when a folder in Groups is chosen. 

 
 

If you click on the newly created Group folder in the Main Navigation pane, the name of the domain 
that has been used in step 2 will show in the Current Scan Group pane. Expanding the domain in 
this pane will reveal the machines on that domain. 
 
You can create as many individual domain groups as needed by repeating the same procedure 
above while choosing other domains. 
 
 

Add to Current Scan Group: 
The Add to Current Scan Group feature allows you to add more domains to a selected Scan Group. 

 
To add another domain to the current (selected) domain group, do the following… 

 
1. Click the domain in the Main Navigation Tree that you want to add to the Scan Group. 
 
2. Right-click on the selected domain. 

 
3. Choose Add to Current Scan Group from the menu that opens. 

 
This will place the chosen domain into the currently chosen scan group. 

 
NOTE: A current Scan Group may not show itself as being highlighted in the Main Navigation pane 
even though you have one selected. This will occur if you happen to click in another area of the tree 
or somewhere else in the Main Screen. Though there IS a currently selected Scan Group, the most 
recent item clicked in SNSI’s Main Screen will show the highlight. A way of verifying which Scan 
Group is selected as the “current” Scan Group in order to make sure you add a new domain to the 
correct group is to view what is listed in Scan Group: located in the Status Bar at the bottom of 
SNSI’s window. Choosing any of the “Add to…” menu options will always place the chosen domain 
into that group. 
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You can also add a domain to an existing group other than the CURRENT group. 
 

Add to Existing Scan Group 
To add a domain to an existing group other than the current (selected) group… 

 
1. Click the desired domain to select it. 

 
2. Right-click on the chosen domain. 

 
3. Choose Add to Existing Scan Group. 

 
This will open a dialog box which allows you to choose from the list of created groups.  

 

 
Figure 44: Select Group Dialog Box 

 
4. Choose the desired group you want the domain to be added to. 

 
5. Click OK. 

 
 

Creating Machine Scan Groups 

On a more detailed level, SNSI allows you to pick and choose machines within any of your domains 
and put them into groups to be scanned. Groups can be created that contain just one machine or as 
many as desired, and they can be chosen from different domains. As with creating domain Scan 
Groups, there are a number of ways to create machine Scan Groups. The procedure for machines 
is very similar to that of domains. 

 
As with domains, you can create an empty Scan Group folder, but this time, designate it for 
machines. The procedure is exactly the same as with domains. You will find the basic procedure  
below. For a more detailed explanation of this procedure, refer to “Create New Scan Group” above 
in the “Creating Domain Scan Groups” section.  

 
NOTE: You must work in the Computers category in the Main Navigation Tree in order to create 
machine groups. 
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Create New Scan Group:  
With Domains expanded in the tree… 

 
1. Right-click on any item in Computers (Computers, Domains or Groups) in the Main Navigation 

Tree and a menu will open. 
 

2. Choose Create New Scan Group from the menu. 
 

3. Name the group folder as desired and click OK. 
 

The following options allow you to select machines and create a group folder all in one step. 
 
 

Add to New Scan Group: 
1. Choose a domain in the tree in the Main Navigation pane that have one or more of the 

machines that you would like to place into a group. The domain, with its machines, will show up 
in the Category List pane (see figure below). 

 

 
Figure 45: Category List Pane with Domain & Machines 

 
2. In the Category List pane, choose the machine(s) you want in the group. The chosen machines 

will show as highlighted. 
 

NOTE: The typical Windows selection options can be used for multiple selections: 
 

Ctrl + mouse click allows single-choice collections of items. 
 

 
Figure 46: Chosen Machines in Machine List Pane 
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3. Then right-click on one of the highlighted machines and choose Add to New Scan Group in the 

menu. The Create New Scan Group dialog box will open. 
 

 
Figure 47: Create New Scan Group 

 
A date and time stamp is shown in the box. You can use this default or rename the group. It is 
recommended you name the group with something that depicts its contents. 

 
4. Name the group as desired or go with the date/time stamp and click OK. The new group will be 

placed under Groups in the Main Navigation Tree.  
 
5. Expand Groups in the tree and click on the newly created group. It will show up in the Category 

List pane, now named “Current Scan Group pane,” located next to the Main Navigation pane. 
Expanding the domain in this tree will reveal the machine(s) that you chose in step 2 above. 

 
 

 
Figure 48: Current List Pane (Current Scan Group) 

The figure above shows the machines that were chosen to be added to the 
Scan Group and the domain that the machines were located in on the network (EXOTIC). 

 
 

With this group created, you can add machines from other domains if desired. To add more 
machines to the current group, do the following: 
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Add to Current Scan Group:  
 

1. Choose the domain. 
 

2. Select the desired machines from the Category List pane. 
 

3. Right-click one of the selected machines. 
 

4. Choose Add to Current Scan Group. This will open a dialog box which allows you to choose 
from the list of created groups. 

 
5. Choose the desired group from the dialog box you want the machines added to. 

 
6. Click OK. 

 
To add machines to an existing group other than the current (selected) group, do the following 
procedure: 

 
Add to Existing Scan Group:  

 

1. Choose the domain. 
 

2. Select the desired machines from the Category List pane. 
 

3. Right-click on one of the selected machines. 
 

4. Choose Add to Existing Scan Group. This will open a dialog box which allows you to choose 
from the list of created groups. 
 

5. Choose the desired group from the dialog box you want the machines added to. 
 

6. Click OK. 
 
 

Deleting Machines 
SNSI allows you to delete specific machines from your Scan Groups. For instance, you can create 
a Scan Group of an entire domain, then go into this folder and delete the machines that you don’t 
want in that Scan Group. To do this, do the following.. 
 
1. From the Main Navigation Tree, click on a Scan Group folder in Groups under the Computers 
category and the folder's contents will populate in the Category List pane located to the right of the 
Main Navigation pane. (If the tree in the Category List pane is not expanded, expand it now.) 
 
2. From within the Category List pane, select the specific machines you wish to delete from the 
folder (Ctrl + click allows for cumulative selections). The selected items will show a highlight over 
them. 
 
3. Right-click over one of the selected machines and choose Delete From Group in the menu that 
opens (see the menu in the figure below). 
 



 
Figure 49: Delete From Group Menu 

 
 

Deleting Scan Groups 
There will be times when you will want to delete Scan Groups for one reason or another.  
 
To delete an entire Scan Group do the following procedure: 
 
1. Click on the Scan Group folder in Groups under Computers from the Main Navigation Tree, 
that you want to delete, to select it.  

 
2. Right-click on the chosen group and a menu opens. 
 
3. Choose the Delete Current Scan Group option in the menu and the folder will be permanently 
removed. You will see the folder disappear from the Main Navigation Tree. 
 

 
Figure 50: Delete Current Scan Group Menu 

 
 

Next you will learn how to create groups for vulnerabilities. 
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Chapter 5: Creating Vulnerability  
Groups Tutorial 

 
 
As mentioned, along with being able to create Scan Groups of domains and machines, SNSI allows 
you to pick and choose which vulnerabilities from the vulnerability database to use in your scans. 
This is done by creating Vulnerability Groups. 
 
In the same way that you can select individual machines and domains to be scanned, you can 
choose specific vulnerabilities to scan with.  

 
Vulnerability Scanning 

Vulnerability scanning is the continual process of discovering the present status of vulnerability for 
an environment. For obvious reasons, it is important to be aware of how vulnerable your system is, 
where vulnerabilities exist and what to do to fix problems when they are found.  
 
SNSI utilizes an impressive database of over 1600+ vulnerabilities that check for possible 
weaknesses. As new vulnerabilities are found, updates to the database will be released to keep you 
as current with vulnerabilities as possible. 

 
Risk Levels 

Vulnerabilities are classified into four different levels of risk: 
 

 High - Grants unauthorized administrative access or privilege elevation to the system or 
Administrator level. High risks are indicated by a RED alarm icon. 

 
 Medium - Grants unauthorized access or serious denial of service. Medium risks are indicated 

by a YELLOW alarm icon. 
 

 Low - Potential to grant unauthorized access or denial of service. Low risks are indicated by a 
GREEN alarm icon. 
 

 Warning - Recommended for good security practices. Warnings are indicated by a BLUE alarm 
icon. 

 
 

Creating Vulnerability Groups 
Vulnerability groups are created in a similar fashion as domains and machine groups: 
 

• Create Vulnerability Group 
• Add to Current Vulnerability Group 
• Add to Existing Vulnerability Group 
• Add to New Vulnerability Group 

 
NOTE: You must work in the Vulnerabilities category in order to create Vulnerability Groups. 
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You can create an empty group folder without any vulnerabilities in it by using the Create New 
Vulnerability Group option. Follow the procedure below to do so. This option allows you to add 
vulnerabilities you desire as a separate action. 
 

Create New Vulnerability Group: 
 

1. Click the Groups item under Vulnerabilities to choose it. 
 
2. Right-click on Groups and choose Create Vulnerability Group in the menu that opens. 

 
 

 
Figure 51: Vulnerability-Groups-Menu: Create Vulnerability Group Menu 

 
 
 The Create New Vulnerability Group dialog box opens. 
 

 
Figure 52: Create New Vulnerability Group Dialog Box 

 
 

A default date and time stamp will be present in the box. You can rename the group or go with 
the default. It is recommended you name the group with something that depicts its contents. 
 

3. Name the group and click OK. 
 

The options for creating a new vulnerability group folder and adding a vulnerability category (High, 
Medium, Low or Warning) or individually selected vulnerabilities to the folder at the same time are: 

 
• Add to Current Vulnerability Group 
• Add to Existing Vulnerability Group 
• Add to New Vulnerability Group 
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Add to New Vulnerability Group: 

 

1. With Vulnerabilities expanded in the Main Navigation pane, expand the Categories folder if it 
is not expanded already. 

 
2. Click on the vulnerability category (High, Medium, Low or Warning) you wish to create a group 

with in order to select it and populate in the Risk pane. (When working in the Vulnerabilities area 
of the Main Navigation Tree, the pane next to the Main Navigation pane becomes the Risk 
pane.) These categories are the risk levels of the vulnerabilities from the vulnerability database. 

 
3. Right-click on the selected vulnerability category and choose Add to New Vulnerability Group 

in the menu. (This example chooses the High Risk vulnerability group) 
 

 
Figure 53: Menu: Add to New Vulnerability Group 

 
 

The Create New Vulnerability Group dialog box will open. 
 
A default date and time stamp will be present in the box. You can rename the group or go with 
the default. (This example renames the group to “High Risk.”) 

 
4. Name the group as desired and click OK. The newly created group folder will appear under 

Groups in the Vulnerability category in the Main Navigation pane. (If it’s not visible, just 
expand it.) And the risk vulnerability group that you chose in step 3 above will be inside the 
folder. 

 
NOTE: When choosing a Groups folder from the Main Navigation pane, the group shows up in 
the pane to the right. When you are working in the Vulnerabilities Groups section of the tree, 
the name of the neighboring pane to the right is Current Vulnerability Group. 
 
If you click on the new “vulnerability” group folder in the Main Navigation pane, the name of the 
group that has been chosen in step 3 will show in the Current Vulnerability Group pane. 
Expanding the group in that pane will reveal the vulnerabilities on that category. 
 
You can create as many individual vulnerability groups as needed by repeating the same 
procedure above and choosing other vulnerabilities. 
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Add to Current Vulnerability Group: 
 

To add other vulnerabilities to the current (selected) vulnerability group, follow the procedure below: 
 

1. Click on the vulnerability category (risk group) that contains the desired vulnerabilities. The list 
will populate in the Vulnerability Risk pane to the right. 

 
NOTE: If you want to add the entire vulnerability risk category (High, Medium, Low or Warning) to 
your currently chosen group, simply right-click on the category in the Main Navigation pane and 
choose Add to Current Vulnerability Group from the menu, otherwise, continue with the steps in 
this procedure. 

 
2. Select the desired vulnerabilities that you want in your group to scan with. The chosen items will 

show as highlighted. 
 

3. Right-click on one of the chosen items in the list. 
 

4. Choose Add to Current Vulnerability Group. 
 

This will place the chosen vulnerabilities into the currently chosen Vulnerability Group. 
 

NOTE: The current Vulnerability Group may not appear as being highlighted in the Main Navigation 
pane if you happen to click in another pane though it is still the currently selected group. When 
there are multiple groups created, there is a way to verify which group is the “current” vulnerability 
group in order to make sure that you add new vulnerabilities to the correct group. 
 
View the contents in the Current Vulnerability Group pane or observe the label – Vuln Group: in 
the Status Bar located at the bottom of SNSI’s window. Choosing Add to Current Vulnerability 
Group will always place the chosen domain into THAT group. 

 
You can also add vulnerabilities to an existing Vulnerability Group other than the CURRENT group. 

 
 

Add to Existing Vulnerability Group: 
To add vulnerabilities to an existing group other than the current (selected) group do the following: 

 
1. Choose the vulnerability category (risk group) that contains the desired vulnerabilities. The list 

will populate in the Vulnerability Risk pane to the right. 
 

NOTE: If you want to add the entire vulnerability risk category (High, Medium, Low or Warning) to 
your group, right-click on the category in the Main Navigation pane, skip steps 2 & 3 and 
continue with the procedure. Otherwise, continue with step 2 below. 

 
2. Select the desired vulnerabilities in the Vulnerabilities Risk pane that you want in your group to 

scan with. The chosen items will show as highlighted. 
 

3. Then right-click on one of the selected items in the list and a menu opens. 
 

4. Choose Add to Existing Vulnerability Group from the menu. This will open a dialog box which 
allows you to choose from any and all of the Vulnerability Groups that have been created and 
currently exist in the Main Navigation Tree.  

 



 
Figure 54: Add to Existing Vulnerability Group Dialog Box 

 
5. Choose the desired group you want the vulnerabilities added to. 

 
6. Then click OK. 

 
 

Deleting Vulnerabilities 
SNSI allows you to delete specific vulnerabilities from your Vulnerability Groups. For instance, you 
can create a Vulnerability Group of an entire risk subcategory (High, Medium, Low or Warning). 
Once created, you can go into this folder and delete the items you don’t need to scan on your 
machines. To delete vulnerabilities from a group, do the following… 
 
1. From the Main Navigation Tree, click on a Vulnerability Group folder in Groups under the 
Vulnerabilities category and the folder's contents will populate in the Category List pane located 
to the right of the Main Navigation pane. (If the tree in the Category List pane is not expanded, 
expand it now.) 
 
2. From within the Category List pane, select the specific vulnerabilities you wish to delete from the 
folder (Ctrl + click allows for cumulative selections). The selected items will show a highlight over 
them. 
 
3. Right-click over one of the selected vulnerabilities and choose Delete From Vulnerability Group 
in the menu that opens (see the menu in the figure below). 

 

 
Figure 55: Delete From Vulnerability Group Menu 
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Deleting Vulnerability Groups 
You are able to delete an entire Vulnerability Group by doing the following... 
 
1. Click on a Vulnerability Group folder in Groups under the Vulnerabilities category in the Main 
Navigation Tree to select it. 
 
2. Right-click on the selected Vulnerability Group and a menu opens. 
 
3. Choose the Delete Current Vulnerability Group option in the menu and the folder will be 
permanently removed. You will see the folder disappear from the Main Navigation Tree. 
 

 
Figure 56: Delete Current Vulnerability Group 

 
 

Changing the Default Vulnerability Quick Scan Group 
As you have seen earlier in this manual, the Quick Scan feature in SNSI allows you to make a 
vulnerability scan with just a few clicks using the DEFAULT Vulnerabilities Group to scan with (refer 
to the figure below to see the DEFAULT folder in the Main Navigation Tree).  

 

 
Figure 57: Vulnerabilities Default Folder 

 
If you do not want to use the DEFAULT group to scan with when making a Quick Scan, you can change 
this default setting by creating a new folder, adding the desired vulnerabilities and then designating it as 
the default folder for Quick Scans. The procedure below shows how to accomplish this. 
 
NOTE: You cannot delete anything from the DEFAULT Vulnerability Group folder. If you do so, the 
items deleted may appear to have been deleted but they will be refreshed in the folder once you leave 
and come back to it. 

 
If you have not created a new vulnerability group folder yet, follow the procedure in the above section, 
“Create New Vulnerability Group.”  
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1. Once you have a vulnerability group folder created, it will be visible under Groups in the 
Vulnerabilities category. Click this folder now to select it and it will show as highlighted. 
 
At this point you are ready to add the vulnerabilities to this folder that you would like to scan with 
when running a Quick Scan. You can do this in two ways, depending on whether you want to 
(A.) choose an entire risk level or (B.) choose individual vulnerabilities within a risk level. 
 
 
(A.) To choose an entire risk level to add to your group folder… 
 

1. With the vulnerability group folder selected, click on a risk level (High, Medium, Low or 
Warning) that you want to place in the folder. The risk group will now be highlighted. 
 

2. Right-click the chosen risk level and choose Add to Current Vulnerability Group from 
the menu. 

 

 
Figure 58: Add to Current Vulnerability Group Menu 

 
The chosen risk group will now be in your new folder. You can add other risk levels or individual 
vulnerabilities to this folder as well. 
 
 
(B.) To choose individual vulnerabilities within a risk level for your group folder… 
 

1. Click on one of the four risk level categories under Vulnerabilities to select it. You will 
see the risk level category and its vulnerabilities populate in the Vulnerability Risk pane 
located to the right of the Main Navigation pane. 
 

2. In the Vulnerability Risk pane, choose the vulnerabilities by holding down the Ctrl key on 
your computer keyboard and clicking on desired vulnerabilities. The selected ones will 
show the typical highlight over them. Another way of choosing vulnerabilities is to select 
blocks of sequential items by holding down the Shift key and clicking the first item and 
the last item. This will show these two plus all items in between as highlighted. 

 
Note: The new Vulnerability group folder for this procedure has been named HIGH. 
 
 
1. Click on Settings located under Scan History in the Main Navigation Tree. The pane to the 

right of the Main Navigation pane changes to the Settings pane. 
 
2. In the Default Groups section you will notice the default ALL vulnerability group folder as well 

as the new folder that you recently created. Select the desired group folder in the list by clicking 
on the desired item. 
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Figure 59: Setting the Default Vulnerability Group 

 
 

Summary: Vulnerability Groups 
By creating groups of machines (Scan Groups) based on particular classifications of importance 
and then assigning certain vulnerabilities to them through the use of Vulnerability Groups, you are 
able to utilize specific machines to scan and the particular vulnerabilities required for those 
machines instead of using all of them. While certain machines might require more frequent scans 
than others or be treated differently in someway, they can be grouped accordingly and assigned the 
appropriate vulnerabilities.  
 
No time is wasted in needless scanning of machines and unnecessary vulnerabilities, while on the 
other hand, other more vital or essential machines can be scanned more appropriately on a more 
frequent basis and with more vulnerabilities as they are required. 

 
Once you have your settings the way you want them in SNSI (created Scan Groups and 
Vulnerability Groups for scanning), regularly scheduled scans can be made with just a few clicks. 

 
As you have seen, SNSI’s interface is simple and intuitive to work in. The tutorials you’ve just 
completed have shown you how to perform the main points of operation. The next chapter offers 
further information about SNSI and its features. 
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Chapter 6: Reports Orientation 
 
 
When in the Reports mode, the pane next to the Main Navigation pane becomes the Current Report 
pane and the Report pane is revealed to the right of that. Below describes these panes and covers 
all of the reports that SNSI generates. 
 

Category List Pane (Reports) 
The vertical pane next to the Main Navigation pane becomes the Current Report pane when in the 
Reports mode. This pane displays the Dates tree (see figure below), which contains the date, time 
and ID of completed Vulnerability Scans when expanded. The date and time represent the moment 
the scan was originally run. The ID is created based on the sequential order of scans made and 
corresponds with the Scan Number in the reports. (In the figure below, you can see that the fourth 
item in the Dates list has an ID number of 4. You will also find that the report generated for the 
corresponding item will have the same ID number.) 
 
The tree is displayed for all items under Reports and one must be chosen to be able to view a 
report. 

 
Figure 60: Dates Tree in the Current Report Pane 

 
Report Pane 

The Report pane is located on the right side of the screen next to the Category List pane. It 
contains the Reports toolbar and Reports Preview page which are described below. 
 

 

Reports PaneCategory 
List 

Pane 
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Figure 61: Report Mode 



Reports Toolbar 
There is a Reports toolbar located at the top of the pane which has a number of tools for reports. 
 

 
Figure 62: The Reports Toolbar 

 
 

Print Button 
From left to right, the first item is the Print Button. Clicking this will print the report 
showing in the Report pane.  
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Page Size Button 
Next to the Printer button is the Page Size button. Clicking the Down Arrow opens the 
menu which offers the typical different sizing options for your Reports view. 

 
 
 
 
 

Previous Page Button 
To the right of the Page Size button are the first set of two Previous Page buttons. The 
first one, with the line to its left side, will bring up the first page directly, without scrolling 
through the sequential order of multiple pages, if you are somewhere other than this 
location. The second button will scroll toward the first page sequentially if you are 
elsewhere than the first page. 

 
Page Number Box 
Located next to the first set of Previous Page buttons is the Page Number box. The 
number on the right (outside the box) shows the total number of pages generated from a 
report run. The number inside the box shows which page is currently being displayed in 
the Reports window. 

 
Next Page Button 
The last set of buttons are the Next Page buttons. The first button (the one on the inside) 
will scroll toward the last page in sequential order if you are elsewhere than the last page. 
The last button, with the line to its right side, will bring you directly to the last page without 
scrolling through the sequential order of multiple pages. 

 
Preview Reports Page 

Below the Reports toolbar within the Reports pane is the Preview Reports page. This is where all 
reports generated are displayed. There are a number of different reports of various compilation. 
These reports will be covered below. 

 
 



SNSI Reports 
SNSI gives you access to a number of predefined reports that can be run on any completed scan. 
Once created, full-color reports may be printed. You can choose to create new reports or work with 
ones you’ve already run as they are automatically saved in SNSI. 

 

SNSI’s reports can be accessed by clicking Reports in the Main Navigation pane. When expanded, 
it reveals the subcategories relating to the reports SNSI generates of completed vulnerability scans:  

 

• Compact • History • Simple 
• Detailed • Other Summaries • Vulnerabilities 

 

 
Figure 63: Main Navigation Tree – Reports 

Reports are displayed in the Preview Reports page (see figure below). 
 

 

Preview Reports Page 

Figure 64: Reports Preview Page 
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The Reports subcategories have further expandable options which are explained below. 
 
 
NOTE: When in the Reports view, you must choose a date listed in the Category List pane in order 
for a report to generate and display in the Reports Preview page; clicking in the Main Navigation 
Tree will show no visible change between reports. 
 
 
 
Compact 
When you expand Compact in the Main Navigation tree, you will see By Risk and Full Listing. 
These two reports are explained below. 
 

• By Risk - The Compact By Risk report lists vulnerabilities found per machine and provides a 
description of each along with the applicable risk that each represents. The vulnerabilities 
are sorted by risk level. 

 
 
Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 

 



 
Figure 65: Compact: By Risk Report 

 
• Full Listing - The Compact Full Listing report lists vulnerabilities found per machine and 

provides a description of each along with an associated risk level. The vulnerabilities are 
sorted by machine and vulnerability information is compressed to just one page. 
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Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
 

 
Figure 66: Compact: Full Summary Report 

 
Detailed 
Below the Detailed item in the tree offers the same two types of reports for this category. 
 

• By Risk - This report shows a list of vulnerabilities found per machine sorted by risk level 
and provides a description of each. One vulnerability is listed per page. The key users of this 
report are Security Analysts, IT Managers and Computer Technicians. 
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Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
 

 
Figure 67: Detailed: By Risk Report 

 
• Full Listing - The Detailed Full Listing report lists vulnerabilities found per machine and 

provides a description of each along with an associated risk level. The vulnerabilities are 
sorted by machine and vulnerability information is compressed to just one page.  

 
 

Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
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Figure 68: Detailed: Full Listing Report 

 
Both the Compact and Detailed reports produce the same type of report and information. This 
information is detailed below and a visual of this report follows these details. 
 

Scan Number Shows the sequential number of the chosen scan within all vulnerability scans 
ever run. 
 

Scan Description Shows the name of the scan. This will be what it was named when prompted at 
the time of preparing for a scan. 
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Scan Date Shows the date that the scan was run. 
 

Name Below the solid line in the report begins with Name. This is the name of the 
vulnerability. 
 

ID This shows SNSI’s Vulnerability ID number for its database. This is different than 
the CVE ID (see below). 
 

Assessed Shows Yes or No as to whether the vulnerability has been assessed. 
 

Date This shows the date the report was run. 
Risk This is the risk level (category) of the vulnerability list in the database. 

 
CVE ID CVE ID stands for, “Common Vulnerabilities and Exposure Identification.” This is 

an open standardized identification number for vulnerabilities. CVE ID associates 
vulnerabilities found by SNSI with a standardized ID.  CVE ID’s that start with 
“CVE” have been accepted by the CVE organization while those starting with 
“CAN” are candidates that are under consideration but have not yet been 
accepted. 
 

Machine Info:  
- Machine Name 
- IP 
- Domain 

The Machine Info section contains the machine’s name, IP address and the 
name of the domain it resides on. 

Specific Info: 
- Share 
- Description 
- Solution 

This section shows the type of vulnerability that was found on the machine. The 
line  beneath Specific Info gives the type of vulnerability found on the machine. 
Below this information are two boxes. 

Description The grey box on the left contains a description of the vulnerability found. 
 

Solution The blue box to the right of the Description area gives the Solution on how to fix 
it. 
 

 
 

History 
Expanding History in the Main Navigation tree reveals the Full History report option. 
 

• Full History - The Full History report provides a compact listing of all machines scanned 
from a completed vulnerability scan. The scans completed will be listed in the Current 
Report pane was The key users for this report are Security Analysts and IT Managers. 

 
Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 

 



 
   Figure 69: Full History Report 

 
 

The History report is different in structure from the Compact and Detailed reports. The data 
given in this reports are as follows: 

 
The data in this report is displayed in 5 columns (see Full History Report image below). 
 
 

Date / Time Shows the date and time that the scan was completed. 
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Machine Name Lists the names of the machines scanned. 
 

ID 
This is the ID that SNSI has codified for each specific vulnerability in its 
database. 
 

Action Shows what action was run in the scan. 
 

Result 
The Result column shows either VULNERABLE or NOT VULNERABLE. 
This depicts whether the machine listed was vulnerable with one or more 
vulnerability or not at the time the scan was performed. 

 
 

Other Summaries 
There are 4 reports under Other Summaries: 

 

• Executive Summary - This report gives a high-level summary of the total vulnerabilities 
found to be present in a network or machine. It is useful in determining the total security 
posture of your system. The key users of this report are Management. 

 
The data in this report gives an easily viewable pie chart description of the vulnerability results. 
The table to the upper right of the chart is a key to the pie chart. It shows the color relations to 
the vulnerability levels and the percentages of how many were detected in the related scan 
based on 100%. The numbers extending from the pie pieces show the percentage of their size 
in relation to the others as well. 
 
You can drill down more information whenever the mouse pointer changes into a magnifying 
glass. To drill down for more information, double click over any area that shows the magnifying 
glass. Each time this is done, a new page opens in the Preview Reports pane with the related 
information and a new tab will show to the right of the Preview tab. Clicking on these tabs will 
bring the related page (report) to the top for viewing. 
 
 

Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
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Risk: This shows the risk level of the vulnerability found. 
 

ID  
This is the ID that SNSI has codified for each specific vulnerability in its 
database. 
 

CVE Id 

This is an open standardized identification number for vulnerabilities. CVE 
ID associates  vulnerabilities found by SNSI with a standardized ID.  CVE 
ID’s that start with “CVE” have been accepted by the CVE organization 
while those starting with “CAN” are candidates that are under 
consideration but have not yet been accepted. 
 

Name 
Below the solid line in the report begins with Name. This is the name of the 
vulnerability. 
 

Assessed Shows Yes or No as to whether the vulnerability has been assessed. 
 
This report also lists which machines found to have the vulnerability in that listing, the address 
of the domain the machines are on and name of the domain. 
 

 

Scan Number 
Shows the sequential number of the chosen scan within all 
vulnerability scans ever run. 
 

Scan Description 
Shows the name of the scan. This will be what it was named 
when prompted at the time of preparing for a scan. 
 

Scan Date Shows the date that the scan was run. 
 

  
 
 

• Network Summary - The Network Summary Report lists each machine scanned along with 
the number of vulnerabilities by risk level. It also provides a side-by-side view of 
vulnerabilities found in each machine, allowing the viewer to compare and easily determine 
which machines are at highest risk of being compromised by an unauthorized user. The key 
users for this report are Security Analysts. 

 
Like the Executive Summary report, this report also allows for some drilling down for more 
information in the same manner. 
 
 

Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
 



 
Figure 71: Other Summaries: Network Summary Report 

 
 

• Scan Summary - The Scan Summary report provides a list of scans and vulnerabilities 
found, sorted by machine name. It also displays the scanning machine’s level of access to 
each machine scanned. This is the report that is automatically displayed at the completion of 
an analysis if the scanning machine did not have full access to all of the scanned machines. 
This feature notifies you when a full vulnerability assessment could not be made due to 
insufficient permissions. 
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Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
 
 

 
Figure 72: Other Summaries: Scan History Report 

 
 
• Screen Shot - This report provides a summary containing all fields in your display of the 

scan. The format is not an identical replica of the screen, but does present all of the 
information. This is useful for correction of the various vulnerability cataloging systems 
(CVE, BugTraq, SANS, CERT, CIAC, etc.) 

 
 

Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
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Figure 73: Other Summaries: Screen Shot Report 

 
 

Simple 
This report provides an abbreviated list of discovered vulnerabilities by machine and sorted by 
vulnerability name. 
 

• By Name - The Simple Listing By Name report provides an abbreviated vulnerability list by 
machine sorted by vulnerability name. The key users are Security Analyst and IT Manager. 

 
• Full Listing - This report gives an abbreviated vulnerability list by machine sorted by 

vulnerability name. The key users are Security Analyst and IT Manager. 
 
 

Both of these reports look the same. Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
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Figure 74: Simple Full Listing Report 

 
 

Vulnerabilities 
• By Category - This report gives a high-level summary of all vulnerabilities sorted by 

category, along with the associated risk level. The key users for this report are Security 
Analysts and IT Managers. 

 
Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
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Figure 75: Vulnerabilities: By Category 

 
 

• By Count - This report gives a high-level summary of all vulnerabilities by number of 
occurrences as well as the associated risk level.  The key users for this report are 
Management and the IT Managers. 

 
 
Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
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Figure 76: Vulnerabilities: By Count Report 

 
 

• Detail - This report gives a list of vulnerabilities found per machine, sorted by machine and 
provides a description of each one, along with the application risk that each represents. A 
single vulnerability is listed one each page. The key users for this report are Security 
Analysts, IT Managers and Computer Technicians. 

 
Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
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Figure 77: Vulnerabilities: Detail Report 

 
 

• Summary - This report gives a high-level summary of the total vulnerabilities found by 
machine. The key users for this report are Security Analysts and IT Managers. 

 
Below is a copy of what this report looks like. 
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Figure 78: Vulnerabilities: Summary Report 
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Chapter 7: Getting Familiar with the Rest of SNSI 
 
 
 
This chapter will explain the remaining features of SNSI including reports that can be created from 
completed scans as well as give more specific data on some topics already mentioned earlier. 

 
 
Refreshing Domains 

SNSI automatically refreshes a domain the very first time a domain is clicked on. After that, 
refreshing domains becomes a manual action in order to avoid unnecessary run time on refreshing 
when it is not needed. 
 
If you select a Domain or right-click one, an Updated Domain List dialog box opens with a listing of 
all machines that accessible (the ones you have rights to) will open. 
 
 

 
Figure 79: Updated Domain List Dialog Box 

 
 
If there are machines that you do not have access rights to, an Access Denied dialog box will show 
a listing of the machines that were not accessible (see an example of this dialog box below). 
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Figure 80: Access Denied Dialog Box 

 

Verify Machine Rights 
The Verify Machine Rights feature shows whether the rights to a machine are granted to the 
logged-in user. 

 
1. Select a domain in the Main Navigation pane by clicking on it. The domain with its machines 

will populate in the Category List pane. 
 

2. Select a machine from the Category List pane by clicking one. The information on this machine 
will show in the two horizontal panes to the right. 

 
3. Right-click on the chosen machine and a menu opens. 

 
4. Choose Verify Machine Rights from the menu.  

 
A dialog box opens stating whether the user does, or does not, have access to the chosen 
machine. 

 
Authentication 

The Authenticate feature, attainable by right-clicking on a machine in the Category List pane, allows 
the user to enter authentication information for the target machine and determine the access level 
granted to the scanning machine for a target machine. SNSI will check to see whether you can 
assign your administrative rights to a machine. The user is prompted for their User Name and 
Password. A positive match will show a success window while a mismatch will show a box that 
states a failure. 

 
To Authenticate, do the following procedure: 
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1. Select a domain from the tree in the Main Navigation pane. The domain with its machines will 
populate in the Category List pane. 

 
2. Select the machine you want to authenticate from the Category List pane by clicking on it. (The 

information on this machine will show in the two horizontal panes to the right.) 
 

3. Right-click on the chosen machine and a menu opens. 
 

4. Choose Authenticate from the menu and the Authenticate dialog box opens. 
 

 
Figure 81: Authenticate Dialog Box 

 
5. Notice that the User name box has the name of the domain you are working in. Type in the user 

name after the backslash ( \ ) in the User name box and the password in the Password box.  
 
You can also choose the Apply to all machines in domain check box for applying the 
authentication action to all machines within the domain. 
 

6. Click the OK button. 
 
 
Updates and Upgrades 

With your purchase of SNSI, you are able to receive vulnerability database updates and program 
version upgrades for 1 year from the date of receiving your Registration Key. You can check for 
updates as often as you would like.  
 
NOTE: Updates include both version upgrades and/or vulnerability database updates. 
 

Manual Update Checks 
To manually check for any updates for SNSI, do the following… 
 
1. Open the Settings view by selecting Settings in the Main Navigation Tree. 

 
2. Type or paste your registration key into the Registration Key dialog box which is located in the 

Check for Updates dialog box. 
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Figure 82: Updates and Upgrades with Check for Updates Dialog Box 

 
 
3. Click the Check Now button. 
 
If there are no new updates (or upgrades), a message box will inform you of this and will allow you 
to either download anyway or close out.  

 

 
Figure 83: Current Update Message 

 
If there is an update is available, SNSI will automatically download and install this for you. 
 
NOTE: IF THERE IS A FAILURE IN DOWNLOADING THE UPDATE, THE “EXPLORER 
DOWNLOAD” WINDOW WILL APPEAR. DOWNLOAD THE UPDATE FROM THIS WINDOW BY 
CHOOSING “SAVE.” 
 
AFTER THE DOWNLOAD HAS BEEN COMPLETED, CLOSE SNSI IF YOU HAVE IT OPEN AND 
THEN INSTALL THE NEWLY DOWNLOADED .EXE FILE. 
 
 

Automated Update Checks 
In future upgrades, SNSI will offer automated update checks through the use of the radio buttons in 
the Check for Updates dialog box. This feature is not currently available. 
 
 

Updates Outside of SNSI 
If you are on a network that is not connected to the Internet or you are not working on the machine 
that has SNSI loaded on it, you can download updates and upgrades from Sunbelt-Software’s Web 
site at the following link: http://www.sunbelt-software.com/KEYS/970 .  
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Scan History 
The category below Reports in the Main Navigation Tree is Scan History. This shows the history of 
scan activity for five different topics. Expanding Scan History reveals the following categories: 

 

• Dates 
• Last Scan 
• Machines 
• Scan Groups 
• Vulnerability Groups 
 

Dates 
Clicking on Dates will reveal all scans made in a numeric format with the most recent scan at the 
top. 

 
Last Scan 

Last Scan shows the complete results of the most recent scan made. 
 

Machines 
Machines shows what machines have been scanned. 

 
Scan Groups 

This category shows the machine groups that have been created and are currently in the 
machine Groups category under Computers. When clicking on a folder in the Category List pane 
(now titles Scan Groups), information on the machines that have been scanned will be shown in 
the horizontal panes to the right. 

 
Vulnerability Groups 

This category shows the vulnerability group folders currently under Groups in the 
Vulnerabilities category. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Quick Reference Troubleshooting 
 
Problem Solution 
What ports do you need 
open to assess machines 
with Scanner? 
 

Windows need 135,137-139, and 445. 
 

If I cannot access or scan a 
remote machine fully, what 
should I check? 

On Windows systems for full examination of vulnerabilities ensure that the 
following items are addressed: 
File and Printer Sharing protocol is supported. 
Admin$, C$, IPC$ shares are available 
Remote Registry (2000/XP), and Server services are running.  
Inter-domain or domain-workgroup authentications require proper 
specification of Authentication credentials. E.g., If I am in the ‘foo’ domain, 
and my target is in ‘bar’  specify the credentials as” 
Bar\administrator (and its password). 
If foo and bar trust each other this is leveraged by Scanner.  
You can do a ‘Test Access’ from the machines list on the left within Scanner 
by a right-click on a given machine.  This will help you to test authentication 
data until success is obtained from the ‘Test Access’ 
  

I ran a scan on my 
machines and the Scan 
Summary Report says that 
some machines have no file 
access, some have no 
registry access, and some 
have no connection.  What 
do these mean? How can I 
fix them?   I see 0 
vulnerabilities for them does
this mean I'm OK? 

 3. ADMIN$ (Winnt) and C$ shares are not available (run 'net share').  These 
can be started manually by: 

  
  

The No vulnerabilities found “0” (zero) when coupled with an access status of 
no file, no registry, or no connection indicates that an incomplete analysis was 
done.  0 (zero) vulnerabilities found is good only when Full Access is 
obtained. 
No file access means that your account provided in Scanner to the target 
machine did not have access to the Winnt folder on the target.   This can be 
prevented by: 
1. Account used  is not given permission in the ACL's. 
2. File and Printer Sharing Protocol is not Active (Windows 2000/XP only) 

At the command line this can be done manually by running: 
net share c$  
net share ADMIN$ 
No registry Access means that the account provided in Scanner to the target 
machine was not able to read the registry. This can be possible if: 
  
1. Both of the No File and No Registry access conditions described above 
exist. 
2. The machine is down or the network path to it is experiencing problems, 
this happens sometimes on hubs, this can be cleared by power resetting the 
hub. 
3. The account provided is not known to the target machine. 
4. The Scanner and host machine are not using a compatible level of 
LMCOMPATIBILITY.   
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This can be checked by looking at:  
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa\LMCompatibilityLevel.  This 
ranges from 0 - 
5. The 5 means that only NTLMv2 is supported, and the other machine must 
at least offer NTLMv2 - e.g., Level 3 and higher. 
The following will show configuration steps needed to get file and registry 
access on machines. 
Scanner Host Machine (Windows XP/2000/NT4 only). 
HOST MACHINE SETTINGS 
Administrative rights are required to install the product and scan the host or 
target machine 
The logon account being used to scan the target machine must be a member 
of that machine’s Administrators Group or a domain Administrators group. 
The File and Printer Sharing (NetBIOS) protocol must be active on Windows 
2000 and XP host machines. 
The Client for Microsoft Networks installed and active. This ensures that 
Windows network browsing will be available.  This must exist on the host 
machine. 
The Remote registry Service must be active on Windows 2000 and XP host 
machines. 
The Server Service must be active on all host machine OS's. 
‘Default Administrative Shares’ enabled (i.e. c$, admin$) 
The host and target machines must have interoperable LM Compatibility 
Levels. 
Settings for LM Compatibility Levels can be found directly in the registry via: 
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa\LMcompatibilityLevel - = 0 if 
missing,  range 0-5 
  
    In Windows 2000 they can be viewed by accessing the 'mmc' tool or from 
Control  
Panel Administrative Tools 
Local Computer Policy\Computer configuration\Windows Settings\Security 
Settings\Local Policies\, then the value for LAN Manager Authentication Level
Remote Target Machine with Windows 2000 Operating System  
Account in the Administrator's group (local machine's or Domain's) 
 ‘File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks’ Network Connection 
installed and active. 
 ‘Remote Registry Service’ started  
    
'Server Service' is active 
‘Default Administrative Shares’ enabled (i.e. c$, admin$)  
    
Matching LMcompatibility Level, see Host section. 
  
Remote Target Machine with Windows XP Operating System 
  
Account in the Administrators Group (local machine's or Domain's) 
  
Target Machine with Windows Me Operating System 
 ‘File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks’ Network Service installed 
and active 
 ‘Microsoft Remote Registry’ Network Component installed and active  
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 ‘Computer Name/Workgroup’ Network Component defined 
 ‘User Level Access Control’ Network Component defined for domain and 
obtain list of users from a domain.  Not assessable in workgroup mode. 
Matching LMcompatibility Level, see Host section. 
  
  
Target Machine with Windows 95/98 Operating System 
 ‘File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks’ Network Service installed 
 ‘Microsoft Remote Registry’ Network Component installed and active. 
Windows 95 users must download the software from the Microsoft Web site  
 ‘Computer Name/Workgroup’ Network Component defined 
 ‘User Level Access Control’ Network Component defined for domain and 
obtain list of users from a domain.  Not assessable in workgroup mode. 
Matching LMcompatibility Level, see Host section. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
Technical Support 

If the information in this guide and online Help system do not resolve a situation or question that 
you have, you need to report suspected security flaws or you have a question about updating your 
version of SNSI, please contact the SNSI Customer Support Center. You will find the contact 
information is below: 
 
Telephone (USA)   1-877-673-1153 
 
Telephone (International)  1-727-562-0101 
 
E-main    support@sunbelt-software.com  
 
Web site URL   www.sunbelt-software.com/kb.cfm  
 

mailto:support@sunbelt-software.com
http://www.sunbelt-software.com/kb.cfm
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GLOSSARY 
 
AUDITING, AUDITS 

Auditing is the collection and monitoring of events on servers and networks for the purpose of 
tracking security violations and to keep track of how systems are used. A network auditing system 
logs details of what users are doing on the network so that malicious or unintended activities can be 
tracked. When auditing is in place, vast amounts of information may be recorded and even archived 
for future reference. Some audit systems provide event alarms to warn administrators when certain 
levels or conditions are met. 
 

AUDIT TRAIL 
An audit trail is a record activity such as routine queries and many other authorized activities. 
Monitoring of these and other activities is very useful when attempting to track a cracker or errant 
employee. 

 
AUTHENTICATION 

Authentication is the process of determining whether something or someone is who or what it is 
declared to be. The most common form of authentication is the use of logon passwords, the 
weakness of which is the passwords can often be forgotten, stolen or accidentally revealed. The 
tokens in this category offer more stringent forms of authentication so that users need to have both 
something (the token) and know something (the PIN or password) to gain access. 

 
CATEGORY 

We refer to a category in SNSI as being a main or high-level item in a navigation tree. The Main 
Navigation Tree in SNSI, for instance, has five categories: Computers, Vulnerabilities, Reports, 
Scan History and Settings. (See also: “Subcategory” and “Item”) 

 
CVE ID 

There have been many sources for sharing the detection of new vulnerabilities in the world of 
computer programming and networking. But historically these sources (companies, agencies, 
institutions, etc.) have used their own particular systems for classifying their information about the 
vulnerabilities found. As with any method that shares multiple resources, there comes the necessity 
for codification and standardization in order to create a platform for all to use and to eliminate any 
confusions and inconsistencies within the source data that inherently exists in this type of environment. 
 
The CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposure) codification system was created in 1999, among 
other things, as a means of bridging the gap of inconsistencies of vulnerabilities. CVE is an 
international, communal effort of codifying more than 1,600 entries (also known as "names"). This 
also includes 1,800 candidates (CANs) which are vulnerabilities under consideration for acceptance 
into CVE’s standardized list. 
 
Through open discussions, members of the CVE Editorial Board decide which vulnerabilities will be 
included in CVE. Once vulnerabilities are accepted into the list, the Board determines the common 
name, description and references for each entry. The list of unique vulnerabilities for consideration 
is growing by as much as 100 new candidates per month from newly discovered issues. 

 
EVENT 

An action initiated either by the user or the computer. An example of a user event is any mouse 
movement or a keystroke. An example of an internally generated event is a notification based on 
the time of day.   
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EVENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Software that monitors servers, workstations and network devices for routine and non-routine 
events. For example, routine events such as log-ons help determine network usage, while 
unsuccessful log-ons are warnings that crackers may be at work or that the network access system 
is failing. Event managers provide real time information for immediate use and log events for 
summary reporting used to analyze network performance. 

 
An event management system is typically made up of client agents that reside in the remote 
devices, a central component for gathering the events, an event database and a reporting system to 
deliver the results in various formats.   

 
ITEM 

An “item” is a third level category in an SNSI navigation tree. An example of a third level item is in 
the Main Navigation Tree under Domains and Groups within the Computers Category. Expanding 
either Domains or Groups will reveal third level items. (See also: “Category” and “Subcategory”) 

 
MACHINE 

A target; a terminal; for our purposes with SNSI, a machine is a computer on a network. 
 
PDF 

A Portable Document Format is a format created by Adobe Systems for portability as well as 
readability on any operating system with an Adobe program designed to create these files, Acrobat, 
or a simpler, free version – Acrobat Reader.  

 
QUICK SCAN 

A scan which utilizes all vulnerabilities as the default setting. This default setting can be changed 
with by the creation of a new vulnerability group and the assignment of this group as the Default 
Quick Scan group.  

 
REFRESH 

A term used to describe the action of SNSI going out onto a network to search for and locate all 
machines and machine changes. Whenever a domain is chosen for the  first time ever in SNSI, it 
automatically refreshes that domain. The auto-refresh feature only works on a domain the very first 
time it is chosen because auto-refreshing every time can cause unnecessary and potentially timely 
use of SNSI’s resources. 
 
SNSI cashes machine/domain data for faster performance. Therefore, when there are changes in 
machine populations on a domain, a manual refresh should be made so SNSI can cash the latest 
snapshot of the domain, keeping the cash information up to date.  
 
To manually refresh a domain follow the procedure in “Refreshing Domains” below. 
  

REFRESHING DOMAINS 
In order for SNSI to recognize machines on a network when running the program for the very first 
time, it is necessary to refresh the domains. In addition, when new machines are added, you are 
given a choice of adding one or more of them to your dynamic domains (“dynamic” being ones that 
allow changes/updates). If any machines have been removed from a network, a Refresh will 
recognize these changes as well. 

 
NOTE: Depending on numerous factors, refreshing may take sometime to complete.  

 
To refresh a domain… 



 
1. Choose the domain 
2. Right click on it 
3. Choose Refresh Domain in the menu and the Updated Domain List dialog box opens 
 

 
 
 

4. Click OK.  
 
You can also refresh a machine in the same manner. 

 
RISK ASSESSMENT 

“Risk” is a combination of the likelihood that an incident will occur and the damage that will result. 
Risk Assessment provides an understanding and analysis of these two factors using processes and 
tools. 

 
SANS 
An acronym from SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security. 
 
SANS TOP 20 LIST 
The SANS Top 20 List is a compilation of the 20 most severe Internet vulnerabilities that require 
immediate resolution due to their considerable destructive potential. It is the result of accorded efforts of 
the SANS Institute, leading security software vendors, the most security-conscious federal agencies, 
top university security programs and other contributors. 
 
SECURITY SCAN 

A test of a network's vulnerabilities; a security scan searches to find areas of vulnerability within a 
network or on a single machine. 
 

SCAN GROUP 
A Scan Group is a group of machines or domains created in SNSI to be later scanned by 
vulnerabilities (see also “Vulnerability Group” for comparison). 

 
SUBCATEGORY 
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We refer to a subcategory in SNSI as being a second-level item in a navigation tree. The Main 
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Navigation Tree in SNSI, for instance, offers subcategories when expanding Computers, 
Vulnerabilities, Reports and Scan History. (See also: “Category” and “Item”) 

 
TARGET 

A machine; a terminal; for our purposes with SNSI, a target is a computer on a network. 
 
TREE 

A graphic display of a directory structure; a hierarchical representation of the folders, files, disk 
drives and other resources connected to a computer or network. SNSI uses tree views to display its 
resources and the domains and machines of connected networks.  

 
VULNERABILITY 

A vulnerability is a security risk that exists within an operating system, network or other system 
software or application software component. Vulnerabilities are any potentialities of compromise to 
a system or network if exploited. It represents something that could potentially allow a malicious 
user/intruder to access a system without permissions when, by design, they should not be able to 
be accessed. A vulnerability can also represent any inappropriate access to data on the server or 
the potential for a malicious user to assume administrative control on the machine. 

 
SNSI contains a database of over 1600+ known security risks (vulnerabilities). Vulnerability, in this 
aspect, means the security risks that are searched for on a computer network. When we refer to 
vulnerabilities in this manual, we are speaking of this respect – known risks that can be scanned for 
on a system to find out whether any exist in on the system present time. 

 
VULNERABILITY GROUP 

A Vulnerability Group is a folder which contains vulnerabilities (see “vulnerability” above) from 
SNSI’s database that have been placed within a folder. This ability to group vulnerabilities of choice 
enables administrators to scan with exactly the vulnerabilities needed. There is no limitation to how 
many groups can be created. Once created, these folders (groups) can be assigned to different 
machine groups to scan more efficiently. 

 
VULNERABILITY RISK CATEGORY 

These are the risk levels of the vulnerabilities within the vulnerability database used in SNSI. The 
risk categories are High, Medium, Low and Warning. Each category contains the appropriate 
vulnerabilities by these categories.  

 
VULNERABILITY SCANNERS – NETWORK BASED 

Software that simulates the behavior of attackers to learn of any possible weaknesses that are 
present on a system. SNSI utilizes an impressive database of over 2000 possible weaknesses. 

 
VULNERABILITY SCANNING 

An automated process of testing areas to identify vulnerabilities of computing machines, systems 
and applications on a network in order to determine if and where a system could be exploited 
and/or threatened through unauthorized access. 

 
SNSI is a vulnerability scanning software program that seeks out security flaws within a computer 
system based on a database of known flaws. Tests for the occurrence of these flaws are run and 
reports are generated of the findings that can be used to tighten the network’s security. 
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End-User License Agreement for Sunbelt Network Security Inspector™ 
SUNBELT SOFTWARE  
End User License Agreement   
Sunbelt Network Security Inspector  
  
This Software Product is protected by intellectual property laws and treaties. The Software Product is licensed, not sold. 
 
PLEASE CAREFULLY REVIEW THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT 
LICENSE (THE “LICENSE AGREEMENT”). THIS LICENSE IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT BETWEEN YOU 
(THE “LICENSEE”) AND SUNBELT SOFTWARE PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION, INC. (“SUNBELT”). 
 
1. INTRODUCTION: The following Software license terms and conditions apply to all of the Software Product (the 

“Software Product”) that is delivered or downloaded under this license. If, after reviewing the terms and conditions 
which follow this paragraph, you do not wish to be bound by its provisions, do not download the Software Product 
or, if the Software Product has been delivered by CD ROM, destroy the CD ROM or return it to Sunbelt. If the 
Software Product has already been downloaded then immediately delete the Software Product. Once the Software 
Product has been downloaded or accessed all of the provisions of this License Agreement apply, even if the 
Software Product is subsequently deleted or returned. Any use of the Software Product by the Licensee shall 
constitute unqualified acceptance of this Agreement. 
 

2. EVALUATION VERSION LICENSE GRANT: If you have downloaded or otherwise received an evaluation version 
of the Software Product, you are authorized to use the Software Product on a royalty-free basis for evaluation 
purposes only during the initial evaluation period of generally, thirty (30) days. You have the option to register for 
full use of the Software Product at any time during the evaluation period by following the instructions in the 
accompanying documentation, including the payment of the required license fee. Registration will authorize you to 
use an unlocking key which will convert the Software Product to full use, in accordance with the terms and 
conditions provided below. Your use of the Software Product for any purpose after the expiration of the initial 
evaluation period is not authorized. Upon expiration of the limited evaluation period, the Software Product may 
automatically disable itself. 

 
3. GRANT OF LICENSE. This Section of the License Agreement describes your general rights to install and use the 

Software Product. The license rights described in this Section are subject to all other terms and conditions of this 
License Agreement. Any use, modification, reproduction, release, performance, display or disclosure of the 
Software Product shall be governed solely by the terms of this Agreement and shall be prohibited except to the 
extent expressly permitted by the terms of this Agreement. 
 
3.1. LICENSE: The Software Product is provided on a non-exclusive, non-transferable basis, and may not be 

copied, modified, or enhanced without the advance written authorization of Sunbelt. The Software Product 
includes significant elements, including its organization, algorithms, and logic, which Sunbelt has maintained 
as confidential information, which constitute trade secrets of Sunbelt, and which are protected by U.S. patent 
and/or copyright law and international treaty. Licensee agrees not to attempt to disassemble, reverse compile, 
or reverse engineer the Software Product. The Software Product under this Agreement is the exclusive 
property of Sunbelt. This License Agreement does not grant Licensee any ownership right or title to, or interest 
in the Software Product or any part thereof, and Sunbelt retains all such rights, title, and interest. 

 
3.2. GENERAL LICENSE GRANT TO INSTALL AND USE THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT.  This product is licensed 

on a per-user (administrator) basis. You may install and use one copy of the Software Product on any 
computer, device, workstation, terminal, or other digital electronic or analog device (“Device”) in your 
organization, so long as you are the only user of the software.    ANY NETWORK OR OTHER TYPE OF 
DISTRIBUTED USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED EXCEPT AS ALLOWED 
IN 3.3 BELOW.   

 
3.3. ALTERNATIVE LICENSE GRANT FOR STORAGE/NETWORK USE. As an alternative to the rights granted in 

the previous section, you may install a copy of the Software Product on one storage Device, such as a 
network server, and allow individuals within your business or enterprise to access and use the Software 
Product from other Devices over a private network, provided that you acquire and dedicate one license for 
each individual user.    
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3.4. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS. All rights not expressly granted under this License Agreement are reserved by 
Sunbelt. 

 
4. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY: THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND WITHOUT WARRANTY 

EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH. SUNBELT DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND WARRANTIES OF NON-
INFRINGEMENT AND PERFORMANCE. 

 
5. LIMITED WARRANTY: Sunbelt warrants that the Software Product covered by this License Agreement will, for a 

period of thirty (30) days following its installation, operate in accordance with the specifications found in the manual 
accompanying the Software Product. 

 
6. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: Sunbelt makes no representations or warranties that the operation of the Software 

Product will be uninterrupted or error free, or that it will produce the results desired by the Licensee. Sunbelt does 
not agree to provide modifications, enhancements, improvements or bug corrections, even if errors in the Software 
Product are reported to Sunbelt. SUNBELT SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING DAMAGES FOR LOSS OR BUSINESS, LOSS OF PROFITS, 
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, ETC.) ARISING FROM LICENSEE'S USE, OR THE INABILITY OF LICENSEE TO 
USE, THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, EVEN IF SUNBELT HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGE.  

 
7. LICENSEE REMEDY: If Sunbelt is liable to Licensee for the breach of any of Sunbelt's obligations under this 

License Agreement, Licensee's sole and exclusive remedy shall be, at Sunbelt's option, to either receive a refund 
for the price Licensee paid for the use of Sunbelt's Software Product (less any taxes, shipping fees, etc.), or the 
repair or replacement of any defective Software Product. 

 
8. LIMITATION ON EXPORTS: Licensee agrees that Licensee will not export or re-export the Software Product 

outside of the United States to any individual, business, third party, or other entity, or to any country subject to 
United States export restrictions, including specifically Iran, Iraq, Cuba, Libya, and North Korea. Any Licensee who 
receives the Software Product outside the United States agrees not to re-export the Software Product except as 
permitted by laws of the United States. 

 
9. U.S. GOVERNMENT RIGHTS: If you are obtaining Software Product on behalf of any part of the United States 

Government, the Software Product shall be deemed “commercial computer software” and “commercial computer 
software documentation,” respectively, pursuant to DFAR Section 227.7202 and FAR 12.212, as applicable.  

 
10. LOSS OF MAIL LIMITS AND LIABILITY: Sunbelt and its suppliers do not guarantee to accuracy of the mail 

cleaning known as quarantining of any mail message. Sunbelt shall not be held liable or responsible for ANY 
inaccuracy of the quarantine process. This includes but is not limited to the loss of any wanted mail messages. 

 
11. MISCELLANEOUS: Licensee may make one backup copy for archival purposes only of the Software Product, 

provided Licensee agrees not to grant access to such backup Software Product to any other individual or business 
entity. Licensee agrees not to alter or delete any copyright notice which is included with the Software Product. 
Except as expressly stated herein, there are no other agreements, understandings between the parties, or 
obligations on the part of Sunbelt relative to the Software Product. The laws of the State of Florida shall apply to the 
terms of this License Agreement. 
 

12. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS AGREEMENT AND UNDERSTAND IT, AND THAT BY 
INSTALLING OR USING THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS. YOU FURTHER AGREE THAT THIS AGREEMENT IS THE COMPLETE AND EXCLUSIVE 
STATEMENT OF THE RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF THE PARTIES. THIS AGREEMENT SUPERSEDES ALL 
PRIOR ORAL AGREEMENTS, PROPOSALS OR UNDERSTANDINGS, AND ANY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS 
BETWEEN US RELATING TO THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR THIS AGREEMENT. 

 
11/28/2003 
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